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January 2~, 1982
Reverend
~ a~i~- ~-. ~d ~
Provlncia~
Franciscan Friars Provlnc~l House
1500-34th Avenue
0akland~ CA 94601

REDACTED

re’." Reverend Marlo Gimmai-rusti¯, O’-F.M.Dear Father
Father Marlo Gimmarrustl came to St. Michael’s follgwlugdlse.harge from¯
the Hazelden Foundation on November 2, 1981. Problems fdentifled while
at Hazelden were anger, resentment, guilt, shame~ self-blame ani
self-prlde.

When he arrived here atSt,. M~.chael’s he began to ex~iblt an a~r of
defensiveness, and attempted tointelleetuallzel. Th~
from GUay~a.s, Mexico to Stockton, California brou~h~:~ho~e’problems areas
of his llfe to the forefront. Father MarCo appeared ~o struEEle%4ith this
6hadEe, but throuE]~ staff intervention he was able. to
While here at "Sr.Mlehael’~ he was involved in grouprhe~a~, lectures,
films, one to one counseling session and ~utslde AAmeet~ngs. Father
Mario, also, made a llst of commitments for his on-going sobriety
prior to discharge. The follo~rl~g i~ a llst of those commitments:

I. Daily reading of the Twenty Four ~ours a Day.
Book.
2. Attend at least three AA .meetings per wee~.
3, Obtain an AA sponsor en~ con.tact him weekly.
~," Ob~aln a spiritual director and malntalnweekly
contact.

5. Continue medical monitoring of physic~ needs and..
. take prescription for blood pzessure aS directed
by physician,
~"
6.

Return to St, Michael’s for an. afte£care visit,
when contacted by c~unselor.

St. M~cb,~l’s "l’h~rape~llc Community. 13270 Map)e Drive. St. Louis, MLssoud 83127 ¯ (314) ~
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7.

To contact

8.

To visitw~th Bill Sisk at least once per’month
regardfng progress, as well as, amy problems.

¯ at. least once per

We,.the staff, feel if Father Har~o keeps these ~omm~tments, in the spirit
in whlch they were wrltten, hew ill have a comfortablesobriety and"
continue to grow as am an and as a Rr~est.

P.S. You will find enciosed a .copy of the iomml.tment form S’~gued by
Father Pmrio ~imnarrustl,

.Encl. -1
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~-sobr~e~: -

.

" "

1. Da~y r~ing of the ~.Fo~ ~U~ a Day ~ok.
.- 2. A~r~d.ar least three ~ m~t~gs per. W~ek.
"3. O~.taln an AA sponsor ~d contact him weekly.

Continue m~dlcalmonltorln8 of physlcal~eds.~a~d
r~ike prescriptl.on" ~or blood pressure, as d~recred"
-by physician.
,
6. Retur~ to" S~..Michael’s for.an ~frereare visit,
when contmctedb.~counselor.
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CIMMARRUSTI, P. 8
during his one week of assessment and his followup
homework. Gains were noted in: accepting
responsibility for offending, accuracy of labeling
offenses, insight into offending pattern, willingness
to disclose and intellectual understanding.of empathy.
¯ CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
In order to protect community safety and to attempt to
assist Fr~ Mario Cimmarrusti the following
recommendations and conclusions are respectfully.
submitted-for your consideration.

l. Fr. Cimmarrusti is at risk to reoffend against minor
males if he is in a position of contact with them. A
position of authority/contro! over minors would 5e very
high risk. He is at risk to act out in a sexually
compulsive and perhaps dangerous way with adult males
on a daily basis. Voyeurism continues as high risk.
2.He appears to be treatable, although long term
prognosis can only be rated as fair given his long term
history and-his current age. A ~eturn to the stressful
life of ministry with its inevitable abcess to minors
seems very unlikely for this individual.

3.He should be livingmuch closer to his therapy
program and. should establish local support where his
therapy is located.
4.He should be required to do additional work in
specialized sexual deviancy treatment; A confrontive
group would be the most productive addition to his
therapy regime. This grQup should impose immediate
restrictions on his lifestyle and behavior such as
prohibiting pornography, avoiding high risk areas etc.
5.He should be monitored by someone who is trained in
these issues and who is objective and committed to
community safety. Monitoring procedures such as
relapse prevention plans, polygraphs and urinalysis
should be instituted or communitysafety cannot be
predictedf
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CIMMARRUSTI, P. 9

6.Medical review for anti-depressant,anti-compulsive
medication. It may be.p0ssible to help this client
achieve some relief from these tendencies through
medication.
7.If these additions are not possible I would recommend
inpatient-therapy for sexual deviancy treatment.
Should youhave any questions regarding.this report
feel free to contact me,

Sincerely,

Certified Sex Offender Treatment Provider, F~02.
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:RELEASE OF INFORMATION- ..

I,

_.

.

. , give my permission

to Therapy and ~Renewal Associates to release, information
concerning my-person~d and psychological status, including any results, from

It is my understandingl that any information released will be held in confidence
by the above mentioned.pm~ies, and not further released to others Without my
expressed consent.

(witness)
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Province of St.. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRI.ARS

1~oo 34m Avenue Oaklan~ California 94601

.give my peimdssion ~

the information he has received thr~.ugh the. st. Ahthony. Seminar~
Boar~ of

InqUiry; ’in turn,, he may receive somi°pr~3im~." ar~ un.der.~, tan. ".d!.ng

lit ismy understandi~, g thatany information released’will be held in Confidence for the St. Anthony Seminary Boar~ df-Inq~4y only,
and wil! not be ~er ~eleased to any other,without" my expressed
.consent¯.

(si~ed) :

(Wi~n~s’, :
Date:
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Frank L Clayman-Cook Ph.D.

PsychologicalEvaluation
Mario Cimmarrusti
61
Male

Edueati.ofi :.

20 years
Single .... ~

Tostedby:

Frank L. Clayman-Cook, Ph.D.

Date. Tested
¯ Teit~ Administered:

,.

Mirh~eSotR Multiphasic 9ers nai£t9 Ih4entory-2 (MMPI-XI), The. Millon C~inical Mul~
tiaxial Inventory II (MCMI~II), -Th~m~tlc
Appreception Technique (TAT)~ Rorschac~ Tes~ (~xner Scoring Method),¯ W~chsle~
Adult-Intelligence Scal~.
R), HTP Projective Drawing, Personality
Assessment Inventory (PAl), ~nd the ~ender
"Gestalt Test.
"’

"

Reason for Re~erral:

~S .a result of allegations of homosexuai behavior, the
subjeet was ~eferred ~or psychological and cognitive, functioning
to ~ete~mine the likelihood of the recidivism of ~his behavior

and recommendations for the remediation bf this symp~qmatology.
~s~ Takinq Attitude:
Overall, "the subject Was cooperative and hones~ in his
personal reports and responses to interviewing and the
psychometric measures. He was-extremely anxious throughout the
procedure.

During the administration of the Rorschach, the

subject needed reassurance on several occasions.

o~ the MCMI-II

1
bev~ t~ ~ 118~ bomb) ~i~, ~ 9~1~
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there were no unusual test-taking attitudes that ~ould distort
the results of the measure. I feel the anxiety of the subject
resulted in a lower than capacity score on the WAIS-R. In’ ot~er’Words, I feel the subject is more .intelligent than he tests.
On the MMPI-II he was’mildl.y self-favo~abl~ and minimizing Of
psychological problems in f~ponding to the inventory. ~he
profile appears vali~ by the usual criteri~ for scales L, ~F~ and
K.

He did not ~how any si~ni~c99t amount of oonseiou~

defensiveness. It appears that his elevation on scale K was du4
to such factors as¯ emotional reserve and a relatively
sophisticated self-presenta~ion; it -was not due -to any
intentionally se~f-favorable slanting of his responses. In ~act,
his K score Was higher than e~ected for his Ss score; that is,
this level of socioeconomic sta-tus identification is usually
associated With a lower level of sophistication on K. There were
no ~ndications on¯the "fake bad" scale (Ds) of any attempt to
malinger or exaggerate his level of dist.urbance.¯ The fact that
he Showed so little ~typi6ai respo~ding,-as ~ef~ect~d in his .low
score on scale F, is consistent with this.
The PAl provides a number of Validity indices that are
designed to p~ovide an assessment of factors that hould distort
.the.reSults of testing. Such factors could include, failure to
complete test items properly, carelessness, reading difficulties,
confusion, exaggeration,.malingering, Or defensiveness. Fo~ this
protocol, the number of uncompleted items is within accept~16
limits. Two of the validity scales (ICN and INF) aremeasures of
the extent to which the respondent attended appropriately and
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responded consistently to the content of test items:
respondent*s, scores, on these scales suggest that he did attend
appropriately to item content and responded in a consistent
fashion to similar items. The remaining two validity scales (NIM
and PIM) are measures oZ the extent to which response styles may
hav~affected the report of symptomatology on the i~e~tory. T~e
scores for thesh validity scales fall in the normal range-,

sugg ti 4.¯that

the respondent did not a~timpt to present .an

u~realistic impression ~hat was either more negative or more
positive than the clinical picture-would warrant.
All measures were valid an~ are useful interpretively. There
was consistency° and intermeasure ag@eement yielding ~seful.
i~formation and establishing convergent validity.
.".!dentifyin~ InfQrmation:
Mario cimmarrusti is a 61 Year old Franciscan priest. He was
born in Inglewood, California, and is the youngest of eight,
having five sisters and two brothers. Both of his parents were
immigrants. His m~ther was born in Mexico and his father in
Ital~. Hismother died in ~959 and his father in 1972-. There is
...nO h~story~f.alcoholism or mental illness.in either parent. Fr.
Cimmarrusti does report that" two of his siblings suffer from
alcoholism.; his eldest brother apparently died of diabetes
exacerbated by ilcoholism. The subject feels that one of his
slst~rs is an alcoholic. The Dther brother died in an elevator
accident.

The subject reports that he is a recovering aicoholic
himself. He was intervened upon approximately ten years ago as a
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result of this intervention where he spent-two months at St.
Michaels and one month at Haz~iton. He admits that he still
consumes alcohol, but "not t~e ha~d stuff." He reports drinking.o~e or two beers twice a month. A fact I. find impossible to
belieVe, if Fr. cimmarrusti is a real alcoholic. He r6ports that
he has never experienced a connection betweeh acting out sexually
and hisconsumption .of. alcohol, another fabt I also find
-. " difficult to hellene. He-remembers that his sexual fantasies
were always of men. He masturbated befoZe he entered seminary
~nd reports no masturbation between the ages of 13 through 26.
He does report nocturnal emissions. "
.~r. cimmarrusti began his religious education at St.
Anthony’s ~Junior Seminary. He" completed his studies there and
went on to study philosophy at San Luis Rey. On. completion of
:his studies, he then went .to the Old Mission in Santa Barbari
wh~re he studied Theology and was-ordained in 1956.

The

subject’s first ass!ghment at age 26 was in Phoenix, Arizona,
Where he was fourth assistant pastor.

After a year he

transferred to St. Francis Seminary-in Troutdale, Oregon, where
he t~ught f~r six years; it was during this time that he had his
first homosexual experience. ¯ The subject reports that it was a
g~ilt ridden experience, ,a~d all subsequent experiences for the.
next twelve years were also g~lilt ~idden. After St. Francis he
Was assigned-to St.: Anthony’s where he taught for six more years.
His next assignment was Mexico, where he stayed for eleven years.
It was in Mexico that he "worked through the guilt’~ of his
homosexual experiences. In Mexi.co he also had trouble with his
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alcoholism and entered the thr~e month treatment previously
referred to. After treatment he was assigned as assistant past.or
in Stockton for the ne~t three years. After this asslgnment~ h~.
became pastor" at O~rLady of Guada.lupe in Delano, where he has
been for the past seven and a half years..
Summary: "
The data is quite consistent and all of" the validity .indlces
revealed that the psychometric measures yield valuable insight
into the s ~ubJect. since many of the ’measures are consistent,
convergent validity is est.ablished, further, strengthening the
conclusions of this. r&port. This section of¯ the evaluation ,i.s
based on the data in ~e test results section of the report and
my clinical interview with Frl Cimmartusti.

"

The subject reports, that all .of his homosexual experiences.
have been with adult males. He denies molestation as a child and
asserts that his prepttbescent sexual experiences were limited to
masturbation; The masturbation ceased when he entered Jr.
Seminary. The masturbation apparently began again when he was
ordained.

I would suppose that the added stress of being an

active priest in the communSty added to his stress level and he
sought to soothe himself by masturbatory activities. The
graduation from the structured environment of the old Mission in.
Santa" Barbara obviously stressed him and he also felt both the
increase in stimuli and the decrease in structure as ~ite
unsettling. The beginning of his homosexual a~ting out in his
thirties whil.e at St. Francis was probably due to his unconscious
attempt at dealing with. a deep and long standing depression.
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SeXual acting out at the level of Fr. Cimma~ti’s behavior is
not psyChologically designed to .satisfy sexual striv.ings, b.ut.
an attempt to deal with emotional issues.. The best example of
~his is the Comparison of alcoholism. The ’alcoholl-c doe.s not
drink because he is thirty, he drinks because he ne~ds to. In
¯ the same way, .Ft. cimmarrustl does not act Out because he wants
to ~tlsfy his libidinal wishes. Be may feel as if this is .the
reasgn, b~t my expe.~ience in these matterM have proven there are
¯ far more powerful psychologic.ai forces than libidin~l st~ivlng~
that cause this .level of sexual acting out.
The factors that support this contention ~omes both from the
data¯ and the subject. His sexual acting out apparently involves
voyeurism as well as administering fella~io on his partner. This
activity seems to serve the psychic purpose of providing some
kind of. psychologica.l integration and " wards Off emotional
~ragmentation. Apparently his voyeuristic or oral incorporation
of his sexual object serves the function of’de~reasing his
anxiety and feelings of physica!" inferiority.

It would also

remedlate at least temporarily his feelings of depression.
Both the MMPI-II and the Rdrschach-~re sensitive measures o~
depression and both are clearly positiv~ forthe Pre.sence of an
¯ endogehous depression. Both the aicoholi’sm add the sexual, acting
out are also signs of depression. It should also be noted that
Fr. cimmarrusti is obese, which a.ls6 is probably related to the
depression. It will be impossible to treat this patient without
t~eating the depression.

Itis q~ite, possible that the high
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leve! of anxiety we see may be also a component of the
depression. This is often ~eferred to as. an anxious odepre.s.siqn.~.,
¯ Certainly what is also in high relief in .the da~ta
subj~ct,s dependence on fantasy. Probably. the Sexual a.cting out
is based on some aspect of fantasy gratification. What c~ncerns
me most about this finding is the level of. perceptual ina.cc~racy
when exposed to neutral stimuli and the resultant active fantasy.
..projection that contributes to this li$e~ ~f. distortion bf
reality in effectively laden sit~ahions, which r~sult~ in
projection of fantasy and gross distortions

Given ~he
Subj’ect’S cognitive gifts, this deficit .indicates how much this
s~bject’s behavior is based on psychological needs.
Another alarming factor was the subject’s la~k of

Und~rstanding of why his sexual exploits damaged his sexuil
partner. He is locked into the concept that sexual relations"
between consenting adults could not be considered, exploitive. He
had not considered the results of a priest having sex with a
Catholic and the resultant damage to the trust and faith of that
Catholic in his church ev’en if he wa.s .not a parishoner. He did
not understand the exploitive nature of the power differential
that exists between a priest .and a Catholic. He also-did not
seem to be concerned ab0~t the danger of AIDS. These factors are
q~.ite alarming. JUst parenthet.ically,, he was not aware that his
behavior could result in a civil lawsuit. All of these factors
tl~derscore my, grave concern for both Ft. Cimmarrusti and the
public. (See Recommendation section. )

7
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Test Results:
The WAIS-R reveals a man operating at the superior range Of
intellectual f~nctioning. He is in the upper .6..7 percent of the
pop~iatiob. ° Ha has an overall f.Q. of 125. His verbal I.QI is
127, while his perf0rmanCeI.Q, is 117. He was extremely anxious
and there was en0ugh, inter and intra plot scatter to suppose that
.the results ubdereSt~mate his intellectual.capacities as a result
of this anxiety. E~gn taking into conslderition..the age adjusted
norms on the performance se6tion-of the measure,-he was
significantly under his verbal performance which augers for the
presence of de~ressionwhich causes psychomotor r~tardation which
Would account for the siowing of his capacities for scoring
¯.higher on t~is portion of the instrument. A remarkable-finding
on -the measure was the u~usually low arithmetic score. This
usually indicates anxiety which lowers the capacity to
concentrate. This finding is n~t that unusual in alcoholics. It
also warns us that there is a possible suicide potential. Often
this finding is thought to be the result of poor aptitude in
math, but actually the math is quite simple and the subtest
assesses more concentration and .abstract .reasoning.

Booth the

digi~ span and arithmetic are below all other verbal-m~asures,
stressing the level of anxiety. Some experts have suggested that
the digit span belng-higher than thearithmetic is suggestive of
schizoid proc~s~ and tendencies to isolate.: There was also an
unusually low s~ilarities score reinforcing the hypothesis of an
impaired ability to th~nk abstractly.. It also indicates a
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possible depressive condition. When we combine this finding wit~
low arithmetic, we have two positive indices for depression. -’
The MM~I-II profile shows a moderate to severe level.¯ of
anxiety, and .depression. The pattern~suggests openly depressed
moods and complaints of worby, fears, self-doubts, ~tnd feel.ings
of inferiority. The pattern would not rule out ~ecOndary
Paranoid and schizoid trends such as projections of his anger,
¯ .feelings. of .gnreality~ or other distortions of his reality "
test.lag. He appears prone to. overreact with. excessive anxiety
~nd poorly regulated emotions to minor matters or even fancied
threats. He is apt to behome qu~te tense and ruminative and to.
have chronic difficulties in getting to Sleep. .Obsessive.
.qua%ities in his worries and insecurities are suggested. Despi~e
his discomforts the c~rrent level, of organization of his day-toa,
day O/nctioning and immediate practica! self-sufficiency tests as
q~ite uneven but as within the normal, range.
The pattern indicates a passive-aggreSslve or related
persDnality disorder. He is likely to get many secondary gains
from his symptoms even though .his undercontrol of his impulses
and lapses of judgment are seif-defea~ing in the 10ng run. Hi~
rather rigid social controls would help him to- conform socially
but interfere with outgoing personal warmth. Diffic%lltles with
authority and conflicts over limits on .his behavior are strongly
suggested.

He appears quite immature and- insecure with

indications of repeated.mlsunderstandings and lon~-standing
¯ resentments in his close personal relationships. He tests as
seriously vulnerable to recurrent difficulties with alcohol.
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PersiSting-problems in regulating his expressions of anger
are indicated along with chronic, underlying resentments
dependency frustrations. Fears of.confirming his self-disllk~
Would lead to-a self-proteCtive interpersonal distancing. These
fears would, however,.repeatedly block self-assertlve expressions’
.of a~ger.. In. periods when he is not depressed~ ~e .i~ apt to be
assertive, ambitious, and internally press~/ed;

He tests as

overly sensitive, easily hurt, and irritable, but at other times
reacting passively when others would show appropriate anger.
Others may see his moral values as rigid and~inflexible if not as
withholding.or more openly punitive. The. profile indicates
strong underlying tindenci~s" to rationalize hostility, to
covertly blame ot!~ers, and to~ externalize problems .away from
hims~If’w~en less depressed.
This profile has often been associated with a "Mama’s boy"
life style; typically tha mother .was protective and dominant and
the son,as manipulatively dependent if not weak and passive. He
may be described as clutching onto women. Patients who present
this profile are fearful ~nd ~or~isome. Because their ~threshold
for threat is exceedingly low, they are v~inerableto-it - both
real. and imagined; what to others might appear As-trivial or
mlnor i£ritants becom~ "federal cases" for them. They tend to
overreact and almost everything seems to be an emergency.
Depression. (manifest sad mood).is a predominant feature of the
symptom picture - hence morale is impaired.

Many of .these

patients are tearful and cry openly. Complaints of weakness and
easy fatigability are reported with high frequency. Adjectives
i0
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use~ by their, therapists to describe them are excitable~ tense,"
nervous, sweating, and high-strung - all indicators of .anxigtyproneness~ Strong emotional reactivity is noted, such that th~se
paSi~ntS seem unable to control, to adapt, to modulate, or to
"tonado~n,, their behavior. With scale 7 part of the defining.
cod~ it is hardly surprising that therapists note the presenc~
b~ .phobic r@~Gtions and find ruminative, obsessional ideation
~haracteristically presen~...Therapists also judgethem to. derive"-~
appreciable secondary gain from their symptoms, whigh represen~
essentially the somatic expression of psychological conflicts._
These patients are perceived by clinicians as sufferin~ from
basic insecurity, unfulfilled .needs for attention, and
exaggerated needs -for- affection.

Conflict- is generated When

thes~ magnified needs.collide with.f~ars of emotional dependency.
Seventy-one percent 9f these pa.tients express feelings of
inferiority. In addition, Clinicians are .impressed with the
presence and r~le of ~nternal conflicts about sex~ality. Us~ally.
these patients c~me to the attention of the professional as a
result ofb~ing.in some kind of trouble. These individuals are
impulsive .and ~nable to delay gratification of their impu~ises.
They have little respect for. s~cial standards and often find
themSelves’in direct conflict with ~ocietal values.
The MCMI-~I pertains to those enduring and pervasive
char~cterol~gical .traits. that underlie this man’s personal and
interpersonal difficulties~ Rather th.a~, focus on his more marked
but essenSia~ly transitory symptoms, this section .concentrates on

ll
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his habitual, maladaptive methods of relating, behaving,
thinking, and feeling.
.The behavior of this man is-typifled" :by unpredictable "ahd
~essimistic moods, an edgy irritability, a~d feelings of being
c~heated, misunderstood; and unappreciated. An-. intedse conflict
between his n~eds for dependency and self-assertion contributes
:to h~s impulsive and quixotic emotionality. Critical and bitter,
¯ ..he often feels like a Vlctlmi overburdened and..mistreated. He
¯ . "" US’es ~uilt to undermine the anger of others, claiming that he has
been misunderstood and unfairly accused. -A pattern of pouting,
~eif-pity, negativism,’ ~and stubbornness is punctuated
periodical.iy by ~ngry outbursts. -"

,

This man permits himself to Be exploited by his self-°
sacrificing acts. He then anticipates-being di.sillusioned, and
for this reason behaves obstructively, therebycreating confusion
in others a~nd producing the. expected disappointment. -His
personal ~elationships are tenuous mnd turbul~nt, fraught with
wrangl~s and antagonism that are often provoked by his
cha.r~a~teristic complaining ~.d"passive-aggressive attitude. He
fre’quently relates to marginal acting eut types with whom he must
’-~uffer but yet identify with. This trend also appeared ’in a TAT
response ~nd I thlr~k this identification at present is to the
itinerant farm worker. A struggle among feelings of suffering,
resentment, and~ guilt, often results .in ’a rapid succession of
moods. Res.tle~s, unstable, and erratic, he is easily nettled,
contrary,, and offended by trifles. -

H~s low tolerance for
frustration iS notable, there is a vacillation between~ being
12
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.distraught and-being ~ontentious. Self-sabotaging and selfi
debasing, he may be ~stereotyped as-a person who is
s~iffering.
A struggle exists beteeen .acting out and curtai.ling his
resentments. Vacillating between feeling- Smothered by others a~d
~ then being discarded -by- them, he exhibits sulking, moody
b~haviors that induce others to react ina similar incons~-stent
m~nner~ .As a. hbns.equence, "he."" "feels
"
~itter and ~na~preCiated, a~d
tends to be overly sensitive and defensive.
cores on the PAI show moderate elevations that reflect
sources of difficulty for the subject.
On the Anxiety-Related Disorders (ARD) .scale, the responde/~t
obtained a score in the high end of the normal range. The ARD
~cale taps three major areas of symptomatology: phoblas,
ob~e.ssive-6ompulsive thoughts and behaviors, and troublesome
thoughts related to a traumatic event. A score in the high end
of the normal range suggests that the respondent occasionally
experiences, or experiences only to a mild degree, ~aladaptive
behavior patterns aimed at controlling anxiety.
.The respon.dent’s score o.n. the Anxiety (ANX) scale lies in the
¯ upper end of the normal range. Affectively, he is reporting that
he @~xperiences a great.deal of .tensibn, has difficulty, relaxing,
and likely encouhters fatigu~ as a result of high perceived
stress ~
The respondent’s score on the Somati. Complaint (SOM) sca,le
lies in the upper end of the normal-range, suggesting some
concerns about physical .functioning and h~alth matters in
13
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general. Be. reports particular problems wi~h the frequent.
-occurrence of various minor physical symptoms (such ~s headaCh~~,
¯ pain, or gastrointestinal problems) and has vague complaints of
ill health and fatigue,. u~doubtedly evacerbated by his obesity.
His ~hysical symptoms are often accompanied by further depression
und anxiety.
On " ~h@. Borderline Features (BOR) scale, the ~respond~nt:s".
score is ~n the upper end of the normal range. Others may see
him aS moody and sensitive, and he may be dissatisfied with some
~f his relationships and uncertain about life goals and purpose
in life.
The interpersonal scales measure two primary t~aits found to
be descriptive 0f behavioral style in interpersonal
relationships,

scores on these scales provide a general

description of the respondeht:s style of interpersonal behavior.
Scor~s tha~ are extremely high or extremely low on these Scaies
may. be suggesti?e of problems in interpersonal relationships,
The respondent,s interpersonal style seems best characterized as
being modest, unpretentious, and retiring. He is ¯likely to be
shy and self-conscious in social interactions and he is probably
not skilled or comfortable in asserting himself.. Others probably
view him as passive, humble, and .unassuming.
The Rorschach is positive for the depression constellation,
the suicide, constellation and the schizophrenia In~dex are
negative~. "The. positive depression constellatlon indicates a man
whose personality organization is susceptible to intense
expariences of depression.

This, combined with. the other
14
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aforementioned, measures the MMPI-II and the WAIS-R confirm
depression as a primary, aspect of this m~n’s clinical picture
Th4 subject hasfewer resources for the control and .tolerance
of StreSs than most people of his age.- Usually subject’s, with
this deficit are more susceptible.-to disorganization by many of
the "natural" everyday stresses of living.
F~.. cimma~rusti prefers to keep feelings-at a more p~rlphe~al
level during problem soiling and decision making. He is w~!li~g
to-displny Seelings but he is prone ~o be ov@r~y concez~n, ed about
modulating these dSsplays. Thi~ is a very pervasive style and it
i~ reasonable to assume that in most instances, emotions will
play a .very limited role in his decisio~ making a~tivity at an
every d~y level.
The subject engages in more self inspeqting behaviors that
focus on negative features than is common.

Excessive

introspection such as this often promotes discomfort and
frequently becomes a precursQr to the pervasive depression.
Given the subject’s intelligence, it is a paradox that hi~ basic
cognitive style is to. ~void complexity in his medeational
processes.. This is especially true when the., stimuli is
emotional. This does not mean that. he does not .engage. ,’.in
introspection.

Ih fact, he engages in" more intrap%tnitive

thoughts than is customary.

This introspection focuses

excessively on perceived negative features ofth~ self image, and
as a result, painful feelings that are difficult to contend with
often occur.

15
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The self image that resttlts from this ideational ,process
tends to be based largel~ °on imagln~ry rathe~ than
experience. This can result in distorted notions of himself "and
others. There is also evidence, for an unusual body concern or
preoccupation." The data reveals that this preoccupation is
s’ex~l in nature. Given the reason for referral, this finding is
¯ quit~ cogent and is, along with- Fr: Cimmarrusti’s own expression
of¯ his internal experience, is the basis for my conclusions in
the summary-: seCtion of-this document. This i’s not an unusual
find~ing in ,an individual¯ involvedin .the kind of sexual activity
.That Fr. Cimmarrusti admits .-to.’ This~ results in the" sexual
acting out as a Way to meet his needs for. emotiona~l closeness..
He has a predilection for a distinct hypervigilant style.
This is ’resultant from an anticipatory state which has its
origins in a mistrusting attitude¯ toward the social environment.¯
He therefore feels quite vulnerable and would implement social
behavior cautiously. It would be hard for Ft. Cimmarru.sti to
susta~n close relations unless he feels in control of the
interactions. Control .in this sehse does not mean dominant, in~
~act, he prefers to take~ a passive, though not necessarily.
subm;i~si~e~ role in his interpersonal rela%ions. It will be
difficult fo~ the s~bject .to alter this style and little
motivation to seek new solutions to this. problem.
Ft.-Cimmarrusti,s "information process.ing style involves a
marked tendency to narrow or simplify stimulus fields perceiyed
as complex, or ambigu6us. .Although this coping style reflects a
form of psychological economizing, .it also includes problems in
16
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the processing of information and as such, can crea.te a potential
for a higher frequency of behaviors that do not. coincide. W.lth.~
social-demands and/or expectatlbns~ In most obvious sl.tuati6ns,
expected or acceptabl.~ responses are likely to occ~r.~ T~’~
:probab_ility of less conventional response.~, o0curring in
situations that are slmpl.e and/or precisely difined- is .-minimal
even. through there are some problems in information processi]~g.
HoweVer, he is capable of behaviors that. disregard soci/i norms,demands, ahd expecta£ions... This is du~. i~ part to his
psychological strivings and significant problems in perc~p.tual
¯ a~.curacy and/0r mediational distortion as a result bf these
stri.vings, Creating a distorted perception bf Self and rea-lity~

which

has resulted in a syndrome .of s.elf dest/~ctlve behavior

that is experienced.by ~he subject, as a pleasurable experience,
failing to ~onn~ct behavior with consequence. Serious problems
in Ft. Cimmarrusti,s thinking is indicated.

Instances of

ideational discontinuity and faulty conceptualization occur-too
frequently. They tend to interfere with logic and promote faulty
j~/dg~en£ and as a result the probability of errors in decision
making is increased substantially, "especiaily .where impulses’, are
concerned. What results is a-marked style in which a fli-ght into
fantasy.has become a routine tactic for dealing with unpleasaht
situations. People such as this can be assumed to have a "Snow
Whit~ Syn.drome,~..Which is characterized mainlyb~ the av6idance
of respons~biiit, y ahd de~ision making. They use fantasy with an
abusive excess to’denM reality" and oZten, the results are counter
prod~ctlve to rainy of their, own needs. This mode o.f coping
17
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involves the creation of a self. imp6sed helplesshesS because it.
re~ir4S, a dependen~ on others~ .Unforbunatelyi. it also
them’ vulnerable to the manipulations of others. Thls¯ ideati6nil
set is %~ell. fixed and "relatively inflexible. - PeOple ~uch a~ this
fin~ ,it. very difficult to alter attitudes,- opinions, or

.~h~ TAT is pa~tlcularly revealing with respe.ct to this
sltbje~t’s use and experience of many df the ...themes alluded to
abo~e. I was particularly stuck by the subj.eet’S use dr’ fantasy
to esche.w negative emotions. F~. Clmmarrusti remakes the se~sor~
fie~d to agree with the prereflex~Ive invariant orgardzing sets.
His fantasies reflect more, what he would like things to be rather
than a vertibal assessmenh of the way things -are.

Another

consistent pattern was a~ over concern of body related’ matters..
This ideational set usually results" in depression.. I would
suppose that he defends against :th~s depression by sexually
a cti~g out.
Many times when fantasy- is used to deal With negative
emotions, the contents of the f.antasies are unsophisticated and ¯
oft4~-,of aPollya.nish nature,

.-

Also;. the. TAT reveals his. struggle agalnst.his impulse
Control. He wouldtend to intell4ctualize his-fail~re to eontrol
his impulses. . There is-a great deal¯ of-ambivalence regarding
this dyn~mi~ and this conflict results in confusioh and
c~itive dissonance. I do not believe that he has resolved the
Conflict between his ~ehavior and traditional rel~gious values
and-prohibitions. As a result of his familiarity with this
¯18
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internal experience, he is able to identify With Other’s pain and
similar str~ggies, the upside to pain is empathy.
Another theme present in the TAT was a desire, for pate~nal
lo~e. I believe tha.t part of Fr.-cimmarrusti’s homosexual
strlvings are a result of a d~ficit in this area. I do not feel
.this is the ~pigenisis of his homosexuality, but i do feel that
it i~ a contributing factor, and a factor that must be Considered
in~an~y clinical experience.
The TAT

also

reflects his anxiety regarding his future’. He

has ~dealt with this anxiety b~, in essence, being totally o~en
and trUsting that whate~er the outcome of this report, it will
result in his well being, at least that" is what he expressed to

The Bender-Gestalt Test is negative for org~nisity. It was
negative for unusual treatment of the Gestalten, modification in
size, or unusual type bf arrangements. The extension of the
lower part of figure 5 has been associated with feelings of
insecurity and dependence. This hypothesis has been validahed by
..other measures. Also, the partial rotation of this figure
suggests possible lack of emotional control or loss. of
-psychological equilibrium. The correctly reproduced .figdre 7 is
a good contraindication of organisity. It would appear that the
subject’s use of alcohol did not result in overt brain damage.
In the. projective drawings, .theT figure suggests strong
dependency needs and a regressive quality. The T’s crown was
cloud-like, ~nd~cating the dependency o~ fantasy. The numerous
branches indicate an over-concern with seeking satisfaction in
19
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the ¯ environment and compensatory defenses against feelings of
inadequacy.. The H drawing reveals sexual concern, needs for
reassurance of masculinity. The H drawing al~o indicat~s-~6
" S~bject’s ~trong dependency needs and ultimate reliance on
other~.

The P drawing once again highlights aspects of the

subject’s feeiings of sexual inadequacies with _ resultant
compensating ~ehaviors.
..
Re~omme~ ndatio.n.~:
~lls man needs to be in’ treatment i~edi~tely. Having sex
wi~ cohsenting itinerant farm workers is a set up for disaster.
He is ~s01ated in Delano. The healthy male bonding that he so
desperately needs is" not "available to him in Delano and he is
¯ ult~ately powerless over his acting out. He Was once treated
for alcoholism and has apparently no~ gotten into trouble since,
but he also has not stopped drinking, i~dicating- a kind of
reckliss challenge, to his treatment, even though no apparent
~evere consequence has resulted yet. To me, this seems like just
poor impulse control and the d~cision to .dri~ is really like
playing Russian Roulette. Now when we view the sexual acting
o~t, we can c~rtainly induce poor imphlse contro! and a desire to
test limits. Overall, this does not auger for a good p~ognosis
if the s~bJect i~ left in isolation in Delano. There is little
doubt in my mind left t6 his ow~ devices he

wiil

"continue acting

cut"sexually and p.rob.a.bly_ his eating disorder will continue
unabated. These behaviors .at P~esent are syntonic to his
personality structure. At present, it would be more foreign for
him to stop the" behaviors rather than continue it.

In other
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words, this behavfor at presen~ is not dystonic to his behavior
or internal life.- It w.o.uld certainly be a goal of treatment to
begin to. concentrate on.making .these behaviors dystonic.
-T am not an advocate for inpatient treatment. I. feel ~a~
(i) it is not cost effective for. the results received, ’(2) it
usuaily does not work, and ¯(3-) it is extremely disruptive £O
~atidnts. I only recommend major surgery when less -~nt~usive
.measures fail." I would recommend a supervised grottp living
situition with o~h~r members .of.-the Order .where he co)ild.
experience healthy, male bonding, and outpatient psychotherapy
¯ where, involvement in Sex Addicts Anonymous (SAA) r Sex~olics

Anon~mous (SA) or Sexual Compulsives Anonymous (SCA) was a
component. This approach emphasizes a high level of p~yc~osocia~
suppbrt, ~.g., the. commun£ty ¯living situation with his Zellow
Franciscans and the twelve step program, and insight and
understanding from psychotherapy.

I also would recommend

spiritual counseling t~ emphasize the spiritual benefits of
chastity for a religious.

A~I of the above needs to be

implemented in a benevolent mode. Fr. Cimmarrusti is a sick man,
not a bad man. Recovery. will not be easy and. certainly the f~rst
goa! of treatment is to help the .patient through this life
.change..The therapist’¯needs to be sensitive to-Ft, cimmarrust~’s
experience of his/her interventions.
The only caveat I would put on Ft. Cimmarrusti’s ministry
would be for him ~o refrain from counseling because he could do
more harm than good as a result.of .his tendency to. project his
own problems! especially ~n the early stages of his recovery.
21
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would try during treatment to allow the p~tie~to as Close to-the
normal routine as possible. I" also w~uld consider a psychiatric
consult for the risk/beneZit of a psychOpharmacologi-cil
" interveintion fo9 thetreatment ¯of his depression. He ¯also need~.
to go on a weight reductio~ program.
Treatment Implications:
¯ " By his affective instability and self-depr~at~on~ this
patient avoids. ~Q~fronting and resolving his real interpe~sonai
~if~iculties.- His coping m~neuvers are a¯ dodble~dged sw~rd,
relieving ~assing discQmfortS-and strains but’also perpetuating
faulty -attitudes and strategies. These attitude~ and behaviors
should be~he-main~ar~ets of therapeutic-intervention.
The patient’s hold¯ on reality may disintegrate and his
~capacity to function, may wither when the previous methods of
Coping with anxiety i~ withdraWn or when his strategies prove
wearisome and exasperating to others. At these times, he may
succumb to-a somber depression or to an erratic and explosive
surge of assertion and hostility.

Care should be take~ to

anticipate and quell the danger of suicide during these episodes.
A major concern is the forestalling of a permanent decompensation
process. Among the ea~.ly, signs of such a breakdoWn are marked
discouragemen~ and a persistent dejection. At-this phase,
supportive work and cognitive reo£1en~ation ~re useful
techni .q~.es. Efforts ~hould be made-to boost, the patient’s
sagging morale, to enc6urage him ~o contlnu~ in his usual sphere
of activities, to build his self~confidence, and to deter him
from being preoccupied with his melancholy feelings. He should
22
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not.be pressed beyond ~is capabilities, however, for his failure
to achieve any gQalswill only strengthen his conviction of hisincDmpetence and. unworthiness. ¯

.. .°.

During quiescent periods, serious efforts to..alter the.
patient’s basiq psychopathology.may, be attempted. .Primary goals
in this-regard.are the ficiiitation ofauton6my, the buildin~ of
h0~fid~ice, a~d the overcoming of fears bf Selfvdetermination.
In-&ll likelihb~, these willbe resisted.. The patient may ¯feel
tha~ the th@rapi~t’s efforts to .encour~ ge ~him t6 a~sum~ s~if~
c6n~rol are a sign" of rejection, and this may engende~
disappointment, dejection, and even rage. But succ4ss in the ar6a
o~ ~ppetite and a resumption, of cellabac~ can be ego .gratifying
¯ and help in self cohesion.
T~ese reac£i~n~ must be anticipated,, given th~ patient’s
characteristic style, and they must be confronted if fundamental
personality changes are to D~. explored¯. If a sound and secure
therapeutic alliance has been. established, the patient may °learn
to tolerate his ~on~rary feelingS.and d~pendency anxieties.
Learning how to face and handle his unstable emotions must be
coordinate~ with ~the strengthening of healthier self-attitddes
and interpersonal relationships. The..theraplst may serve as a
. model to demonstrate how feelings, conflicts, and uncertainties
can. be approached and resol~ed with reasonable equanimity .and

Utilizinga self-psychological model, I have had excellent
results in two to three years of twice a week pSYChOtherapy.
23
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Would recbmmend that any treatment-needs to be along self
p~ychological principles. Where it is not the meaning Of the
that is important, but- the funct~.on .the. symptom
psye~olog!caliy that allows th.e symptom ~to abate. I. feel~ that’~imma~rust. i is not drihk!ng excessively, Dut has substituted
and ~ating which" ~robabl~ serves the same function, as th~
al~oh~l, and until that f-unction is met

~e ahy humber of symptom st%bstltutes.
~£og~b°~i~ ~.

GUarded . to good ¯ w~ith treatment,

withoht

Diaqhosis:

Axis I

i. _Major D~pression¯ 296.23
2. Dysthymla 300.4~
-3. GeheralizedAnxiety Disorder
4. Eating Disorder - ObesltyNOS

300.02
307.50

"5~ Sexual D~sord~r Nos 302.90 ’
Axis II

DepeDdent-~ersonality Disorder

~01.60

Personality Disorder NOS 301.90
AXis III

Deferred

Axis IV

Severity of"Psyohosocial.Stressors:-3-Moderate

Axis V

GAF Past year’70 Present 65

Z~_ .an~ C~an-co6J~, Ph.D.
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SEX OFFENDER" POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION BOOKLET "

HAME:

Mr. Ma~io Cimmarrusti

DATE:.

Nov4mbe~ "3, 1993

REQUES~O~:.

Mr. Tim Smith

FINDINGS:.In £he opinion of this examiner, based
upon physiological emotional responses to the ~elevant
questions, list~d on the last page of this report, thi~
subject,was attempting deception to relevant question
#6 (Ar~ you concealing information about"any physical
injury you caused ~ victim? (answer no)), No deceptio.n
was shown to the other listed relevant questions.

NORMAN.R. MATZKE
Polyg~aphlst
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GENERAL

Have you ev@r previously taken a polygraph examination:
Yes no X

-’

Where
Purspose o

Outcome
2e

o.

Tim Smith
Have you beento any therapist other than Fran Ferder
Yes X N6 "
Regarding ydu~:hlstory of Sexual d~vlanhe, have you told
Tim Smith/Fran Ferde~he complete truth about that?
Yes.No_.__

.4. Have you committed anyof the following:
a.

Had sexual contac~ with mino~ males yes X___no..___

bo

Had sexual, oo~t~ct With minor ~emales ye9

noX

~o peeped ~es x____no._._ .
d. ~xposed~ yesX____no__e..

Raped yes

no X

g.

Paid a prostitute yes no X

ho

Masturbated in publi~ yes no X

i~

Contrlbhted-to-%he delinquency, ofamlnor yes

no X

J. Had.seXhal contact .With an animal yeSX.. no

.~o~n~a~ed in any ~o~ose~uai a4tiv~t~
i.
5.

Been’.the victim of Sexual abuse yes___noX

Have you’been conpletely honest in your sexual kB?
Yes X No
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6.. Did you Intentlonally~wlthold any information in your
sexual AB?

Yes No X
Have you eve9 had a ~antasy involvlng sexual.d~vlance?Yes No X
8.

Have you ever committed a-sexual act while on the Job?
Yes X No

9.o Have you ever lied to. anyone about your sexual-behavior?

Yes x___No__
i0."

Have you ever been charged with ~crlme inVOlving morals?
Yes No X .

11.

Have’yo~ ever been accused of a morals offense by anyone?
Yes X No

12.

Have you told Tim S~ith/Fran Ferder about e4ery type of
deviant sexual behavior you have taken part in?

13.

Have yeu toid Tim Smith~ran Ferder

have
14,

about every person you

had sexual contact with?

Have you ever b~en confied to a J~iI, guardhouse, stockade
or prison?
Yes__NoX_~__

15.

H~ve youoever been phys&cal~y ~nj~red wh~le having sexual
contact with anyone?
Yes No X
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Have you ever verbally threatened anyone prior to or
after havln~ sexual contact with them?
Yes . No~X

.~’°

,

At what age did you first commit any sexually d@vlant act?
Age i0

..

~

Have you ever lled to any pe£son at Tim Smlth/Fran ’Ferder ?

Have you ever knowingly vlolatedany treatment rules?
Yes No ~A
20~

What treatment.rule do you find hardest to keep?
Subject has no treatment rules.
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.o ¯

2

Dr. Frank Co Cook, Beverly Hills, Calif ~or i year°

4a

SubJectstates~he has had s~xual contact with minor males
from his age of I0 through 43. He states he has bad approx~

imately 30 to 40 [g~ess) victims. He first had sexual contact
with his ~and a neighbor boy% They had oral s.ex and
muthual fondlln, g.
4c

FrOm his age 7:.to 63: Subject States he does this 50 to 60
ti~es per ~ear°the last ~ime bein~ 2 days ago. Thishappens

in restroom and at motels. The last time at a motel was 5 or 6
years.ago.
4d

S~bjec~ has do~e this from age-28 t~rough 60, approximately
30 times per year. He doe~ this while at a urinal, the last
time. was I yea~ ago.
Sex with an animal (dogs and eats) from his a.g.e.5 .through 60
He°lets ~nlmals lick his penis and states that he cannot
remember if he-ever had sex w~th an ~nimal but if he did it
was wlt~1 a do~ as a’child.
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While at the parish’he has had sex with p~ople between the
:age of 15 and 50 both oral sex and fondling. He states:~h~t.
he has attempted ana! sex.’but it did not work. The last
time he had sex’at .the parish was 13 months .ago.
States he has lled to his superlor~..
States 19 students
Subject states that as a child he (ige 10) initiated sex,
both oral and fondling, with a retard~ man.
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MINOR FEMALEB
Have you ever0put,yq~r hand.on ~the vagln~...of a minor
female?
Yes No X

:

Hay4 you’ever..pU~ you~ mouth 6n the vagina of a minor.

female?
Yes___No X_~

3. Have.you ever put your hand’on.the breast of e minor
.... < " ~ female?
Yes No X
4. Have you ever put your mouth on the breas£ of a minor
female? .."

:

Yes No X
Has a minorfemale ever put her hhnd on yourpenls?
Yes ____No X
Has m minor f~maie ever put her mouth on your penis?
Yes No X .Have you ever~put your finger or penis in the vagina of a
minor female~
Yes No.x_. ~
Have you ever~put your ~nger or penis in.the anu~ of a
minor female’

9. Have’y0u ~ver:physic~lly hi~,k~cked or struck a minor.
female?
:
Yes No_x_-
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10.

Have you ever promised a minor female’anything prior to

or after having sex~al.~on~ct w~th-~hem?

Yes___~o_~_x
11.

,

Have you ever told a minor f~male not to tell about
sdxual contact yo. have
Yes

No ~_
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ADULT
Have you ever forced an adult female to have sexual
inter~oursa with ybu?
Yes No X
2, ¯ Have you ever-put your ha~d on the vagln.a of an" adult
female?
Yes No X
3, Have you ever-put your mouth on the.vaglna, of an adult

~es~ox~
o

4" . Have you ever: put your hand on the breast of an ad~It
female?
Yes N~ X
5. Have you ever put your mouth on the breast of an adult
female?
Yes No X

6, .Has ah adult female ever put her hand on your penis?.¯
Yes No X
7o

Has an adult female ever put her mouth on your penis?
~es No X

8,

:

Have youI ~ver put your finger o5 penis in the. vagina of
an adult female?
Yes.___No X.~__ ,.
Have you eve~ put your finger Or penis in the anus of an
adult female?
Yes____NO~L_-
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I0.

Ha~e you ever physically hit, kicked or struck, an
adult female?.
Yes___No~

Have you ever promised an adult female anything prior
or after having sexual hOntact.with them?.
Yes.. No X
Have you ~ver told an adult female not to tell that you
.had s~xual contact with-her? ...

..

" "’" "
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i.

Have you ever put your hand on the penis of minor .male?

..

Yes~’X ,,o__

..

2. Have you ever.put your mouth on the penis of a-mlnor maie#¯
Yes X No
Has a minor.¯ male ev6r ~t his hand on ~our penis?
Yes X No
Has a mino.r, m~ie ever.p..ut..h, lsl mouth on your penis?

’~es No x.
Have you ever. put your.peals of finge~ in or on the anus
of a minor meie?

Ye~ No X
Has a minor m~le ever put his finger or penis ih your anus?
Yes No X
7. Have you ever. physlcallY hit, kicked, or struck a minor mai6?
YesX_~_No (_.__.sp&nked¯o~ly)

..

8. Have you. ever[promlsed a minor male anything prior to or
after b~ving se~uai ~o~actwlth~hem?
Yes No X

9. Have you eve~ told a minor mgle not to tell about.sexual
contact you h~ve ha~ with them?
Yes No X

--
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~Questlon
number:
1

Approximately "30 -minors

2

1 time

3

~ time

7

Spanked 20 times, hand only
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ADULT MALES
Have, y~u eve~ fo.r~ed an adult mal~ to have sexual contact
¯with you?
:" -.
,.o
Yes X" No
Have you ever put your hand on th~ penis of an adult male?

Have-you ever put yOUr mouth on the penis of an adult male?

4Q

Has.an~adult male ever put his hand on your penis?-

5. Has aft-adult-male ever p’u% hls. mouth On your penis?
Y~sX . No .
Have you ever put your pen~s or finger in or on the anus
of an adult ~ale? .
YesX Nd
7~ Has an adult male ever put his £inger o~ penisin your’anus?
YesX No
8.

Have yo~ ever physically hit, kicked or struck an adult male?
Yes No X
Have you ever told an.adult male ~0t ~o tell abdut sexual
tonight you. have had with. them?
Yes

I0.

No X

Ha~e you ever promls~d a~adult male anything prior to or
afte£ having sexual contact with them?
Ye~ No X.
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Subject states he has taken advantage of d~nks 5 or 6 times.
Subject s£ate~ he has had sexual~ontact with aduit mal~s.
15 to 20 times per month between, the age of ~ and 60, th~ .
last time being I year. ago.
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¯GENERAL

Have you ound’er~tood all my questions?

2.

Do you have any gue~tlons you would llk~ 1o ask ~e?
Yes No X

Have you answered ail my questlons "truthfully?
Yes X No

.4.

Have you wltheid any informa~ion whlchwou~d ’causey6~i
trouble at a la.~er-tlme?
Yes NO X

Is’there any lhformation y~u woild-’like to add to this
booklet that h~s not been already discussed?

..

Yes__._Np X_~_
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POLYGRAPH QUESTIONS

Io You have heard.all the questlohs on this examination, are
there any you are going to lie
Yes X__~_No____ "
2.. Is your t~e last name: CIMMARRUST~

.

Yes X No
e

Are you conceallng. information ~6out your bls~ory of sexual
deviance?
Y.es No X
Are Y~’conc~allng’~h~atlon about_~hent.a-n._~_~ 09 minor"
female victims you have?
Yes ~No X

5o ¯

Are you. conceallng information about the number of minor
.malevlcltms yo~ have?
Yes____~o___~X
..
Are-you doncealing information-aboht any phy~ic~l injury
~you caused a vlc~im?

Yes

No

Did. ~ou. k.no_.w~’~.gg.l.y wit.hold a.ny inform.~t..19n, o~n you~ 9e.xnal. AB?
~es ___~o_z_x
~.. 8 Prior to-the age off0 did y6U ever commit a sexually
d~vlant act?
Ybs No X
When you answered all my ~nterview questions, di~ you. tell
me even on~ lle?
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TIMOTHY A. SMI~, M.Ed.
COUNSELING & THERAPY
200 W. MERCER, #202
SEATTLE, WA. 98119
206-284-3125, FAX 206-284~.-3613

Dec° 9, 1993-,

Dr. Fran Ferdir, Ph.D.
TARA
1037 S.102ND
Seattle,. Wao 98168

"RE :MARIO CIMMARRUSTI
Dear Dr. Ferder,
This report summarizes my impressions of Ft. Mario
Cimmarrusti a Franciscan Priest referred to TARA for
sexual deviancy evalua-tion following the disclosure
that he has molested minor male~ and has been acting
out in a sexually addictive and dangerous mann~ with
adults.
"
This report is intended to supplement your~esting and
clinical observations of Fr. Cimmarrusti and is not
intended to be a complete deviancy evaluation.-by
itself. This report was not written with the intention
of this client having unsupervised access to the data
or opinions expressed. Emotional damage could be
caused to this client by. the improper, use ofthis
report. ~recommend that Ft. Cimmarrusti only have
access to this report under conditions of professional
supervision.
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REDACTED
CIMMARRUSTI, P.2
In p~eparing this .report I have reviewed the
information made available by th~ Board of Inquiry in
Santa Barbara and ~
,Pkovincial Minister.
I have interviewed FR. Gimmazrusti at the TARA,offices-,
Nov.3 and Nov.4} 1993.. I have revi@wed the polygraph report from Norman Matzke ’a~lminist~d on~v. 3.~’~,.Fr,"
Chi~arrusti has also complehed .the C!arkeS~x Hist6ry
Questionnaire and the Offense Questionnaire as part bf
his evaluation and I have reviewed his answers to these
assessment instruments. Du.ring my interviews I
completed the Hare Psych6pathy Checklist regarding Ft.
Cimmarrusti’s history and presentation.
The primary questions focused upon in this study are: .
l.W5at is the nature and extent of this man’s sexuall~
deviant history?

¯ 2.What risk does he present to t~e community in terms
of sexual reoffense?
3.What treatment setting and treatment plan is
recommended to attemptto reduce the likelihood of
reoffense?
Ft. Cimmarrusti appeared competent to understand the
questions during our interviews° He was nervous and
anxious, but able to respond appropriately tothe
subject matter being discussed. He appeared very
cooperative in terms of.trying .to complete the
assessment to the best of his ability. It was obvious
that he.had not been questioned at this-length or depth
before so much of.what was asked of him was new
material, nevertheless he seemed to. try to answer all
questions to %he best of his.ability.
DEVIANT. SEXUAL HISTORY

This section will attempt to summarize theextent of
deviant sexual history reported by Ft. Cimmarrusti or
by others who believe, they were victimized by him[
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CIMMARRUSTI, P.3

Care should be taken to notput too much credence in
the details of this %ype of history for it is based
primarily on self report and t~ere are clear.
limitations to self report of sexual history, .
particularly deviant sexual history. Prior to our
interviews I questioned Ft. Cimmarrusti regarding, his
knowledge o~ mandatory reportingstatutes regarding
child sexual abuse. It was my opinion that he did not
have an adequate understanding of these issues for
optimum pa~ticipation-in a treatment program. He did
.not give m~.any new information that I-felt required.a
mandator report but there may~be.some victims within-.-the California statute of limitations that wil!
evenZually be revealed in his therapy. , This client.should have the California laws regarding mandatory
reporting fully described to him, perhapsat regular
intervals so that he can make an informed decision
about any disclosures that are. necessary for continued
growth in treatment.
This self report of-deviant sexual history attemptst0
summarize this client’s behavior from his earliest
memories to £he present day,.thus ~e are attempting
make sense of 63 years ofhistory. It. is inevitable
that some details may.be reported in err0r,or the
order of some events mixed up. The reader ~hould
attempt to see the broad view of this problem rather
than each individual fact~
Ft. Cimmarrusti reporgs no deviant sexual behavior with
women or girls since he has been an adult. He reports
no rape, or sexual assault upon women or girls. He
reports no deviant sexual activity withboys under the
.-age of 12 as-an adult. He does not report sexual
offenses, or deviant sexual behavior when he was an
adolescent or ateenager.
He d6esreport being
molested when he was age ii by a retarded man who lived
neer him° He reports this eyent however as if he, not
the adult were the offender. The.man had the
boy,Mario, perform oral sex:.upon him. He also reports
sexual contact with his nephew and a neighbor boy but
these contacts may have been routine childhoodexploratory behavior between" ~hildren. His-reporting
these as offenses may be his way of trying to take
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CIMMARRUSTI, P. 4

responsibility for
sign, or there may
~actions which took
bould be the first
appropriately.

all sexual behavior which is a good
have been some more aggressive
place and his labeling the behavior
step in dealing with it

Ft. Cimmarrusti does report child molesting boys ages
13-18, voyeurism of teenage boys and adults(both
¯
sexes), exhibitionismtb ~dult males and teenage boys~
physical "discipline" of~teenage boys coupled with
sexual abuse~ anonymous homosexual behavior with adult
males and compulsive pornography usage.
-~
I do not have an exact number Of the boys’.~that this m~..
molested. All were accessed throughhis-teaching, or
some phase of his. ministry to the best ofmy knowledge.
In-this evaluation heo listed l4-18.boys,another time..
he stated 250 boys age 13-15 with more when we include
the.16-18 year old.category( which encompassed many of
the boys at.the Seminary highschool) o On the polygraph
¯ he stated he could.guess at 30-4"0 boys that he
molested. It is s~fe to say that there is no exact
number at this point in time, but that the number of
victims is very disturbing. It is safe to say that all
of the victims have not come forward at this time, and
the disclosures may continue for years to come.
I do not.have any confidence in this client’s
descriptions of what he has done in terms of~the
behaviors of molesting. He agrees with the student
reports of "medical exams, of their private areas,
putting on ointments to their genitals~ etc. but he is
a mass of contradictions regarding whet~er or not he
has done anal rape, oral.rape} etc. I believe it is
too early in his treatment~ process, to have confidence
in his report. .....

One of the many disturbing aspects of his history is
the students reports of his aggressiveness during this
"exams",-which were actuallymolests. He would
embarrass, humiliate and physically punish students.
Fr. Cimmarrusti denies doing anything physically
abusive to the students except "spanking", but-he,
failed the question on the polygraph regarding
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concealing information about causing physical injury to
a victim, he denied and was cited as deceptive.
In additionto this history of-sexual deviancy,actualille~al sexual behaviols, there are also his behaviors
with men. to consider. Fr.~ Cimmarrusti agknowledges
that his sexual behavior was clearly against.his vows
and what he.wanted to dQ. with his life, but he was
unwilling, and at-times unable-to stop himself f~om
engaging in sexua! a~tivity u~tll about one year ago
when he was..~ent to a n~w living facility and required
to undergo treatment. He l~sts hundred of adult male
sexual c0ntac~s, no long.term relatiQnships, but
continuous sexual activihy-for, several, decades~ Some
of the behai~iors were similar to what he did to the.
boysoin the. seminary,, such as-"treating" the genital
areas.of men in Central America when he was working
there,
. ¯
.
¯
His reports of peeping include looking at. men in public
~est~ooms, and also peeping in windows.of motels. This
behavior has.continued until very recently.
Pornography-usage for gratifica£i0n, escape and
masturbation stimulation continues to the present day.
Magazines and videos of homosexual pornography are both
used by this client.. This compulsiye use-of
pornography and t~e la~k;of control exhibited over his
sexual behavior with ~dults ha~ led Fr. Cimmarrusti to
call himself a "sex addict".

There is-no history of appropriate sexual.history £o
report. He has no~ established.i~ny sexual behavior, or
even sexual feelings, within the context of a
consenting, peerrelatlonsh~p." ’
" This. includes his teen
years before..his entrance into the seminary.
His one sexual behavior t~at he believes could be
~pprop~igte Within his l~festyle is masturSation. He
as non hOWever had any Anstruction on appropriat4
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masturbation fantasy construction, nor on the wayS. to
keep masturbation from making his sexual compulsiveness.
worse.
..

During-my-interviews wii~ Fr..Cimmarrusti and th~
testing and consuitations regarding him I formed the
following opinions ~egarding critic~l.areas Of sexual
deviancy..Cognition: This client still employ~ many excusesi
minimizations and d$stortions to shield himself from
the reality Of what he has done. He, for example,
continued, to talk ~bout his "exams" of the boys rather
than stating-simply, that he molested them. -The~e
~
thinking errors also can make it easier for an offender
to.set up and offend a new victim. He fails to take
full responsibility for his sexual behavior and blames
others, orcircumstances rather than himself.
Empathy: Fr. Cimmarrusti did not Show anyobhervabl%
emotiona! empathy for the harm he put his victims
through. "He did not show even the intellectual
knowledge of the effects of sexual-abuse.
Social Skills: Observed Social Skill~ did not appear to
be adequate tO relate to a peer in appropriate intimate
ways. He appeared immature and poorly educated in this
area. Relating to a teenager in an emotional sense
would be very-easy for this client to do in my opinion,
relatin’g toan adult would be more difficult.
~
Victimization Recovery: The effects of hispast.,-.
victimizationo.are still-~ntreated,-as wouldbe expected
at this earlystage of treatment. They continue to
serve as one of the foundations.of his motivational
complex to.act-out sexually. I do not believe that. we
have heard the full extent Of this client’s childhood
history relative to sexual and physical abuse.
Substance Ab~se: Ft. Cimmarrusti has been diagnosed as
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alcoholic. He has had two inpatient treatment
opportunities. His last~eported drinkinG was I0
months ago when the disclosures of his offending became
public. " I do not have any knowledge that he is noQ
being monitored for drinking,, nor is he in a~y
substance abuse therapy°
’

Lifestyle/Structure/AccountabilityiHe reports living in
an adults only setting. He travels to Los Angeles for
therapy twice weekly~ each round t~iptakes up an.
entire day. He ;eports no immediate access to.minor
-males but there is nokmonitoring that Iam aware of and
this client.has not learned to do adequate plannfng to
help insure accountability°.
,
Support System:He reports that h~s’ fell0wb~0thers in
his liging environment are supportive. He also sees
other¯ priests in a support/self,help group in Los
Angeles for sexual compulsives.and gains support from
them. I.d±d not heat that any of his support was
organized into a relapse prevention plan/philosophy.
Impul~ivity/Compulsivitg:Both reported as h~gh by this
client in the sexual area. I would not rule out at
this time a more generalized impulsive disorder.

Psychopathy:This clientexhibits ii of 20 habits Or
traits in common with those, men whom we labelas
psychopathic. Some of these traits are clearly
targeted in sexualdeviancy treatment and should be
reduced in the future.
Deviant Sexual Arousal:. A plethysmograph was not
attempted given this man’S age, his level of
nervousness and the information already available about
his arousal. He clearly relates that he is aroused to
both adult, mal~ and-t~ teenage boys. His a~ousal is
,fragmented~to focus on body parts; penis and particular
parts of the penis are primary. He doesnot believe
that he is aroused to pre-pubescent boys due to the
presence of secondary sexual characteristics in his
fantasies. ¯ "
Ability to Learn: Appears good. He progressed wail
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during his one week of assessment and his followup
homework° Gains were noted in: accepting
responsibility for offending~ accuracy of labeling
offenses, insight into offending pattern, Willingness
to disclose and intellectual understanding of empathy°
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

In order to pro~ect community safety and to attempt to
assist Fro Mario Cimmarrustithe following
recommendations and. conclusions are respectfully
submitted .for your consideration.
l. Fro Cimmarrusti is at risk-to reoffend againstminor
males if he is in a position of contact with themo~ A
position of authority/control over minors would be very
high risk° He is at risk to act outin a sexually
compulsive and perhaps dangerous Way with adult males
on a daily basis. Voyeurism continues as high risk°
2.He appears to be treatable, although long term
prognosis ban only be rated as fair given his long term
history and his current age. A return to the stressful
life of ministry with its inevitable access.to minors
seems very unlikely for thisindividual.
3.He should be living much closer to his therapy
program and should establish local support where his
therapy is located.
4.He should be required to do additional work in
specialized sexual deviancy treatment. A confrontive
grqup would be the most productive addition tohis
therapy regime. This group should impose immediate
rest£ictions on his. lifestyle and .behavlor such. as
prohibiting porn6graphy,, avoiding high risk areas etc.

5.He should.be monitored by. someone who is trained in
.these issues and who is objective and committed to
communit~ safety. Monitoring procedures such as
relapse prevention plans, polygraphs and urinalysis
should be instituted or community s~fety cannot be
predicted.
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6.Medical .review for anti-depressant, anti-compulsive
medication° It may be-possible, to help this client
achieve some relief from the~e tendencies through
medication.
7.If these additions .are not possible I would recommend
inpatien~ therapy for ~exual deviancy treatment..
Should you have a~y questions regarding this report
feelfree to contact me} ...... . ....
Sincerely,

thy
Certifi,

i.th, M.Ed.
Sex Offender Treatment Provider, FC02.
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NAMe_:

MarCo C%marrusti, OFM,.

DATE~

November 18~ 19~3

~oq~ncial Minister
1500 - 34thAvenue
Oakl~nd, CA 94601-3091

REDACTE.

Assessment following charges Of sexual abuse and assault at St.
Anthony,s Seninary between 1964 and 1970.

In 1993, the Franciscan Province of Santa Barbara established an
Independent Board of. Inquiry (BOI~ to investigate .possible past
sexual misconduct at st.-Anthony,s Seminary {S.A.S.) f~om 1964
untll its closure in 1987. ~n response to this investigation,
nine young men came forward and identified Mario C~marr~sti as a
friar who had enga99d in behavior with them.~hlch they now
understand to be sex~aily inappropriate and/or abusive.

Enclosed is a profile on Mar!o Cgm~.rrusti f~om the Board of
Inquiry summarizi~.g the 9omplaints.made 5y nine different yg.ung,
men. These. complaints-or allegatio"s of various fo~-’-~’~ a~use
include bog~s hernia exams, assaults~on students who were ~iI in
the infirmary, verbal abuse and assaglt, bogus medical exams for
poison oak on .the genitals, .physical abhse’such as beating, and
various other forms of inBpprop~iate behavior.

in response to ah overview.: and outlin~ of ~he. allegations that
have been made against him, Marie s.~ated, "What I did was wrong.
It was-taking advantage of students. It was an invasion of their
privacy." Merle th4n went on to say, "I’m sexually ~ompulsive - out o~ contro~ - w~th Ions of other areas besides sex (food,
alcohol, work). I was powcr.less to stop myself.."
This response on Marie’s part Indicates that he is able to admit
that he took advantage of students, and.he does acknowledge a
variety of ways li% which he abused them se~ually. The one maJo~
abuse accusation that he maintained some denial around is oral
copulation. Marie vacillated between stating’h~’didn’t have oral
sex With any s~ent, to ~tatlng laker that he "didn’t think he
did ~hat", and still, later, "wSuldn’t I r~member if i did
that?". His ambigalence-and vacillation certainly suggests that
there is more to learn about this area.
While Marie admits Some degree of guilt with regard 6o the
charges against him, he parallels that admission withthe typ~ 0f~
denial and excusing’that We typically see in untreated sex
offenders~ namely:
Because he was sexually compulsive) he ~xcuses h~mself as
beingpowerless to stop the abusl.ve behavior at the time
that it occurred.
"All oft he things I did.were done according ~9 procedure."
"So~e of ~e exams "that I.c0ndu~ted proved be~efloiai tothe
~udents...for. exampie, one student needed to be-circumcised
and another one needed hormones. If I hadn’t-examined them,
they would not have gotten, the help they needed."
To be more specific, Marie f~lly acknowledged that, as
infifmarian at St. Anthony’s Seminary, he did engage in the
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sexual abuse of a number of-the students. He. also acknowledged
that "everything I did was under the guise of medicine"~ When
asked to elaborate on why he did these things and what methods he
used to obtain hi~ v!ctims,.he-stated that he was oltr~ous and..wanted to exam±he th.e b6ys. in order to satisfy his curiosity. Befully admitted that the "exams" that he performed on the students
were sexually arousing to him and were performed for that reason.
Mario also volunteered that h~ used younger students. (age 14 and
15 -- typically Freshmen and2or Sophomores) so that they wouldn’t
object. He-feared that older students would .know that the exams
were bogus and would not cooperate.
Even t.hough Marlo stated ~everal times tha% he always used
mediGine as the entry point .to. sexually molest a" student, he
quickly stated that, even so, "I never just initiated. sex". This
_suggests that Mario still has not made a connection in his mind
5etween the types of" things that .he did to students that Were, in
fact, sexu.al and sexually abusive, as ~initiating sex". Rather~
he thinks of his behavior as. "medicine" (not sex abuse).
Mario further stated that one of the reasons he engaged in the
abusive behavior was "just to. liven npthe place" when things got
dull or boring. Again, considerable denial is evident in.that
¯
statement= ~
In addition to Mario’s sexual abuse of students at St. Anthony’s
Seminary, he also acknowledged an ~xtensive history of homosexual
activity with adults. A summary of the behavior which Mario
’volunteered in response to questions involve the foilowlng:
Sexual contact~with minor males (approximately 30 to 40
victims according to his guess at this point in time).
A h~story of peeping (approximately 50 to 60 times a year,
usually in restrooms and motels). The.last time Marlo
~ngaged in peeping was two days before he.took, the polygraph."~
in Seattle.
Exposure - approximately 30 times a year from the nges of 28
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through 60. Typically he.would engage in actions of
exposure at urinals. The last time he-acknowledges, doing
this was approximately one year ago.
,
~
Sex with animals - from the ages of flve %~ro~gh sixty, he/
let dogs and cats llck his penis. (Marlo stated that he
might, have had sex with a dog as a ch£1d’! but he cannot
recall for sure~ If.he did hage sex with an-animal, it
would have been a dog.)
Sex on the Job. He had Sex numerous times a~ parishes at
which he has served.
:
Lying to his superiors.
,.
.Hand’genital sexual abuse involving approximately.30 minors.°
spanklng~ approximately 20times.
:
coercion (forced sex) approximately five. toslx times
invol~ing drunks who apparently came to the parish or
someplage where he was ministeringfor service. ..
Adult males: homosexual contact with ~duit males
approximately 15 to 20 times a month from .ages 35 until One
year ago. (Mario has had somewhere between 400 to 500
homosexual contacts according to his estimate, over the
course of.hisadult llfe..He has not used p%otectlon ~uring
any of these encounters which typically involved 0ral sex
with some occasions ofanal sex.)
Lying about causing injury to anyone as a result of his
sexual behavior.

BEHAVIOR,AND,INiTiAL IMPRESS!ONS:
Mario Cimarrusti was on time for all-of his-appointments at TARA
and behaved ina manner that was courteous, appropriate, and
cooperative. "He was casually dressed. Marlo gave evidence of
being able to follow instructions throughout the testing,
interview and polygraph procedures.and completed all required
~spects of the assessment wlthan attitude that suggested a.
~ince~e desire on his p~rtto cooperate, ~ ~

Marlo presents himself as a very-obese man whQ occasionall-y
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appears. to be short of. breath and to find movihg about
cllmbersome. Be was attentive during questioning, and gave no
evidence of any thought disorders or unusual or offensive
man~erlsms. He .does ha~ea tendency to bite his te.eth together .
’and bare his teeth.when he appears to be concentrating over a
,[
matter, that has troubling ontent. Although he generally gave
evidence of wanting to please in.his responses, I did notice that
he could "dig in his heels" and become resistant and ve~
moderately arg%tmentative when ha was given feedback with which he
did not agree or did not want .to hear. For example; when it-was suggested to. him that he couid benefit from participation in a
sexual deviancy .group and/o~ working with an individual who
specialized in sexual d~viancy, t~eatment, he repeatedly insisted
that he liked his present.therapist _-and wanted to stay with him.
¯ It was during times, such as this that I had the feeling that
Mario could become arg~m, entatlve and highly resistant if-pushed
to do something that he did not wan~, tb do.

Mario is the youngest of his parents~ nine children (one child
died very early), His father was born in Italy and was unable to
read or write. Marlo. reported that his father was a hard worker
who supported his family well. "He covered up a heart of-gold
with firmness.,, Mario stated that there was little, communication
between him .and his father but he did feel loved by him, even
though perhaps he didn’t know how to handle Mario. Marlo’s
father died of old age at the age of 83 when Mario was
approximately 42 years old.
..
~
Marlo’s mother is-of Mexican decent born in the United-.States.
Sh~ died at th~ age of 64 of cancer. Mari~ described her. as "the
power behind the throne" in the family. He reported that she was
~ired by the time he came along. She showedhlm very little
affection but he-believes that she did-love him as Wel~ as She
could under the circumstances. Mario ~ad.two brothers, both of
whom are. deceased. He has foLtr living sisters, all in their
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70’s. None of the members of his- family know a~ny of the details
of his current situation.
Mario described.-his father as "~ccasionally using the strap on
me" although hewas reluctant to punish him. -He’d forbid Marlo?
to cry o~ these occasions So the neighbors wo~Id not bestlrred,up. P~ni~]iment~ from his toothedprimarily took the form of
"verbal abuse".- Mario described this primarily, as "scoldings".
Marlo described bo~h’ his paren£s as conscientious, a~d very-much
interested in their children, bur"unable to cope" with the
cultural, ch.ang~s.
¯ Other than describing his family as closely. knit" insofar as,
possible> Marlo did not. go into. any other details, about h~.s
ch.ildh0od or family of origin that will not be-mentioned .later in
the section on psychosexual history, Because of’Mario’s
admission of charges, it did not seem necessary to elicit more
informatl.on from him in this area for an assessment.

Mario described a history 6f being seX~ally-active at an early
age. He dates ,his earliest sexual memory at approximately four.
or five years0f age. He was sitting oh the"toilet seat,
watching his fathe~ take a bath. Mario recalls his father
telling him. that he could no longer stay in the bathroom because
he was "stealing looks at his body-~ Marlo believes that his
father calling attention to the fact that Mario was looking at
his genitals "brought out the voyeur in me". Mario described
fe411ng bad about not being illow~d into the’-bathroom., anymore
while his- father bathed, ,and felt that he hhd done something, very
wrong.Ma~iO also desc£ibed playing doctor with-a couple of. neighbor_
children when he was about eight- years old~ A six year old
neighbor girl whom Mario."examined" "told what I did" and.Mario’s
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mother became very angry at him for being "naughty or dirty".
Although a l~ttle boy :who was. also about six years old w~s
present,-~but Marlo re~alls being more interested in the girl than
in the: boy. This is somewhat~ atypicai for a man who claims to be
homosexual from as "far back-as he .can remember, Mario rec..a.lls "
the girls mother ."m~klng. e big deal" out of .the fact thi~ he hadexamined her’ daughter. He w.as made-to feel "very nasty." and .had
to g0 to his father to be corrected. He. r~ported that his. father
"just told, me not ,to ¯do it a!gymore". Marl0 remembe£s his mother
being much more upset about- ~he s!tuation than his father was.
In describin~ ~i .parents’ attitude toward sex,. Magi0 stated
emphatlcal.ly that it was never mentioned in his home-because hisparents~ were very strict in matters ofsex. The impression was
given that sgxhal conduct was the most. gri~,v.ous of .sins. Mario
deriv~d~ his first knowledge of~ sex from his- boyfriends in. gramma~r.
school, via .experimentation d~Lrin~ show and-tell games ~efore
puberty. He recal-ls a source: of~ deep. guilt arotund early
experiences :of mast~%rbat.lon, d~ring adolescence. Although he
indicated that his earl. iest: experiences Of sex ¯were homosexual,
he didn’~t realize that he was homosexually oriented until much
later in life. He also indicated being hom.osex~al has been
difficult, for- ~Im to acknowledge and .that he. has been in some
denial regarding it.

Mario described some fairly typical experiences with childhood
sex.play shortly before puberty~ These involved playing games
with childhood friends and comparing p~nises~ Mario remembered
one boy ~inpar~--i~ular boasting. of.~his p.ublc halts’before Mario
ha~them~,~ He felt somewhat;inadequate--a theme that ~s carried
over ~nto,his.~ad~lt~sexual-l±fe,
.,
. ......
Eveh though Mario vehemently denied any history of childhood.
sexu~X abuse;o~ himself, he:dld describe an expgrlence that
certa-~n~y bears f~-~her exploration regarding ~his issue~. He
reported having oral sex several times when he was about ten
years ~Idwi.th’a retarded man who lived next door, Marlo-insists
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that he has never considered this being sexually ~bused since he
was the initiator andthe man was "feeble-mlnded". MarCo
described’p~rforming oral sex. on the man;and recalls that ~ man..got an~e~ection.but doesn’t remember if.he egaculated~or
man performed ’oralsex,~n him-, Mari~ further reported that-thi~
particul~man later-gotmarrledo -So it-ap~ars.that he was no
sofeebl4-mlnded or retarded tha~ he could not obtain a marrlige
license" ~r engage in a married relatlonship. Mario further.
stated that his mother found out wha, t was going on with.the-ma~-:,.
next door because.she saw him over at the’man’s house and .did
forbid Ma~io to go back over there any ~ore. M~rlo seemed to
indicate ~hat his. mother may ~ave hed some suspicions about this
particular man,
. .
Both the fact that the man’event~al~y, married, and the~.fact .that.
Mari~,s mother, se6med suspleiou~ of him, certainly suggests-that
he may hav~ b~en more initiating and ,less tmawareand helpl~ss.
than Mario re~alls. The fact tha~Mario was a child and.the ..
other .man was an adult Certainly suggests that something abusive
was-going on with Marf~ as the subject of it.
Mario described- an ex~nsive history bf multiple, sexl/al contacts
with adult males. He has had no sexn!al contact, with females,
adult or minor. He also acknowledges taking advantage of drunk
people who came to the dispensary either by performing oral sex
onthem or fondling them, It was in discussing these contacts
that Mario a~knowledged that he felt inadequa’te because he is not
genitally well-endowed and d~d not feel that he had ~erymuch
offer s~xual.ly,.. "I couldn’t present.myself.as anyone someone.
would want," Mario stated that although he personally liked oral
sex,to be performed on him, he didn’t think anyone would.want.:t~.:
"see me"so he rarely asked for it.

Mario’s most recent sexual acting-.out involved-oral sex .in ~ bath:
house a~out-a.year ago, He reported that he h~, not engaged in
anal sex for approximately ten years... Even -then he denies
extensive history bf this form of sexual contact. This may
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may not be accurate in light of the polygraph results.
Mario endorsed a whole array of behaviors, feelings and physical ..
sensations that suggest that, he is n e~mpulsiver anxious, fretful
and moody sort o~ individual, who-.is, tens~ and. restless much of ~.’.
the time. He describes a variety of sQmatic symptoms r~gln~...
from gastrolntest~nal disturbances.to fatlg~e to skin problem~;
He takes procardia for hypertension, dlazedido ~fiulse) daily.and
medi~a~ion for high blood pressure~
~

PSYCHOLOGICAL

The Millon Clinical Multiaxlal Inventory/II (Millon)
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personal~ty Inventory/II~(MMPITh~ Multimodal Iiife History Inventory
’
The Multiphasic Sex Inventory (MSI-II)
Ship~ey InStitute of Living IQ Screening Test.
Draw-A-Person. (modified)
Polygraph Examination for Sex Offender Assessment~
R~sults:
In terms Of his general profile, Mario obtained test resulSs
which indicate the walidity scales are within the.normal-limits
of all tests that he took. This suggests that his. clinical
results are reliable-and val~id. Although h~ does.acknowledge
culpability.to sexual offending~ and did produce valid.~nd
reliable test results, there is still-an~ndicati~n that.he
denies and minimizes hi~ Interes~ and desire in com~tting
sexually deviant acts.

Examination results Suggest that Mario suffers from
personality disorder, ~ery probably of the passive aggressive
type. Indications-are that he also has compulsive
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characteristics that are manifested, as he ~indi~ates: in a
variety of compulsive behaviors. Marlo appears to be an
aggressive type of person who-is apt. to be bro~dlng-and openly ~.irritable, as well. as obstructionistic a~d.stubborn, whi!e~pretending to a~ree with those in author-ity.~ This "was some ~f
the behavi6r that we observed during our.-interviews with him. In
additi6n, Mario is likely to become sulky and a~3~mentative when
pressured to do something .that- he d6es not want. to do, bat he is
likely to be more passive and devious in expressing his stronger
hostilities, rather than owning them more opehly.
Mario appears to be a man Who is’ character.ize.d, by
depression,, dependency, and a tendency to engage i~ behmvior "that
is self-defeating -- in other words,, he may. attempt to sabotage
whatever good happens in. his lifeo ¯ He appears to need a great
deal of reassurance from others while, at the same timet engaging
in behaviors that will undo the support of others. Mario appears
to have persistent traits which- include erratic moods, tendencies
to withdraw, courting criticism, unpredictable and- ~ritable.
Basically fearful and eager to please those in "authority, he
frequently behaves in ways that provoke his expected ,disappointment. This causes him to .feel dejected and alone-and
to turn to guilt and feelings of self-plty and self-condemnatlon
as a means of changing his offensive behavior°
At the present ~ime, Marlo currently feels a great deal.of
self-plty, helplessness~ depression and anxiety. This is
understandable Considering his current circumstances, Mari~’s
problems and behaviors seem to be an.lntegra!part of his
"chara~ter~l~glcal structure. Ifappears to be chronic in nature.
and part of a constellation of Zeatures.that will be d~ffi~ul~ to
change or alt~r.
~
With regard to the. specific.psychosex~.al results, the
following summary s~atements can be made~

I.

Mario does not show an indication ofbeing generally"
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criminally oriented, however, there is question about his
potential for sexually assaultive behavior,

A. deep-.seated andunderlying-parano!d-llke ho~£ility
suggests that he may~interpret the behavior of others as
provocative and threatening -- andto act out in e~ally
t~reatening ways agalnst~them. His ~ntellectual .functioning
seems robe in the hlgh-average to bright range.
3.

He does not show a significant elevation on.the.psychopathic
deviant sca~e that is often typical of sex offenders.

4o His score on the sex deviance diagnostic scal~ (SDx)-is in
¯ ..the. high range for -known adult male sex off~nderso
50

i
6=

Hi~ score o~ MSI sexual perpet~ator pqtentlal scale is also
~nthe.high,range f~runtreated .adult male offenders.
,0
His score.on-t~..e sex aggression potential scale .was found to"
¯ be i~the~ow range for .untreated offenders, al~hough this
result is questionable in light of some of.his admissions
regarding treatment of derelicts.

He scores in the d~viant rang4 when evaluating his childmolest potential.
It also needs to be noted that Mario does not fully
recognize the pattern of. his deviant sexnlal behavior which
includes’the use of sexual fantasy; cruising and groomIDg,
followed by acting, out.
He alsogives evlden~e of having body .image problems which
he readily acknowledges; he is highlY o6bsessed with sex and
is drlven to act out his fantasies; and he shows an
~levation on the voyeurism scale which appears ot~.still be
quite operative.
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AXis I:
AXis

paraphilla, pedophi~ia and voyeurism;
passive aggresslvepers~na~Ity disorder with Sex
d~via~ion traits;
..
dependent/h~strlon~a-pe~sonality di~orde~ with
compulsive features.

¯ For summary of Mari6’s performance on the Sex Offender
Pol~graph ~xamlnati0n, please see the report of Smith.

Since Mario completed a questlonniire on sexual devian~ that was
sent with him after his assessment her, we have incorporated
thos4 results into our recommendations. ~Tim Smith.and I
collaborated On these recommendat.ions, and he includes them his
report, so I will not repeat.them here. Suffice it ~o-say that
Mario’s completion and return of the questionnaire was More
prompt and honest that those we usually re~glve (if in fect they
are actually, returned).. Consequently, our.pr~gnosls for~hlmis
mor~ positive than we originally antlcip~ed, if he dDes follow
treatment recommendations.
Pleaseconta~t me if you have any questions or comments about
this report.

S~.ncer~.ly,

. ...

Fran Ferder, fspa, Ph.d. License ~ 1111
_Co-Director:-.TARA
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Bates Nos. 395-400 were ordered removed by the trial court.
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Bates Nos. 417 was ordered removed by the trial court.

QUARTERLY AFTERCARE FRIAR SELF-REPORT
[please type your an~w.ers - form can be provided t~ you via disk or emaiTJ
1. Name of Aftercare Friar

4. Since your
plan?

’

I~at have you ahd your therapist done with r~gard to yo~ treatment

cycle wire your thera .idst? if so, please d~scribe. ~/~.

¯

t are som. e sp~fffi~ exEmples of program, you ha~ made~ince yol~r last reporl;?

ide== u. ~uu~u~=m lor amell~ratlog or Improvement..

¯

.

"

m~ a~ ~ to~ y~r ~e~ ahd sugg~ ~r im~menL
"

-

¯ .,,~

~-

~r

..

..

~ what .a~r ~u~o~ for ~han~lni your ~e~p ~o~ ~r
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LARRY J~ WORNIAN, Ph.D. "
L, I~EHSE #.,P.SY11591

OFFICE LOCATED AT CROSSROAI~S PSYCHOTHERAPY INSTITUTE

sur~o~ ---,’, " ....
PLEASAN’r H~LL, CA 94S23 "
(S25)S42-OT’~3

’,:.;.-..~,’,=.... ~, :.... :. ~:.:.~.: .:

i e tor tie A er Care Program
St. Francis.Friary
1104 W. Hemy Avenue
Spokane, WA 99205

REDACTED

March 24, 2003
Dear Fr

Enclosed is an account of the overview of the ongoing therapeutic work with Fr.
Cimmarusti, this covedng the period’fmm the date of the submission of the last report dated December 16, 2002. - through, the above listed date. The dimensions that are
considered are taken from those treatment goals that were listed in the document
.."]-h.erape~tic G."
,.~ :-.’.:~.:..;:.. ,’, : " ,/. ".o ".,

":::.."~.Authorize~! release of confidential information Fr. Cimmarusti has complied with
tl~i~equirement.- . ........
~..:..~::~ ......................
B_, Red flags/wamin.q sians. FP. Cimmarusti continues to lay claim in to having made
very good progress in being a~le to identify his triggers, and that this understanding
knowledge has been tran~laled into action. As before, he maintains lhat he has never
knowingly and with forethought engaged in any misdeeds with minors. As in pa~t reports,
he maintainsa consistent stance, stressing that those inappropriate actiot~s that did occur
happenedmany, many years ago. Too, as inthe past, he protests the restrictions that
continue to be placed on his activities.
C. OffenSe cycle. Fr. Cimmarusti sees himself as having developed a full and
comprehensive account of those inappropriate aclions that did occur.
D..Thi.n. kin~q errors. This continues to be a realm within much effort continues to be
put forth: As in prior rel~rts, we still-struggle with a range of concem~ that are attendant
to the issue, of what dees. and does. not constitute inappropriate forms of emotional
expression,
"
_E_._Desc.ription of offanses lq~detail_ Without being redundant, Ft. Cimmamsti
continues to claim that he has no memory whatsoever of any of those acts which led to the
accusations that had been made at the Outset of his dfff’~u~es. When presented w~th
information bearing on some of his actions, Fr. Cimmarusti simply dismisses such claims
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Fr. Marl0 Cimmamsti

¯ as having occurred so long ago as to be irrelevant.

. :.

F. Situations to avoid at all costs. Fr. Cimmarusti.continues to express a, goodde .al
of disappointment- even anger- around the point that he has not been allowed to pm .cite
his relapse prevention program in a more real world situation. While he stmnoous.ly denies
any interests in minors, he has managed to convey a reasonable understanding of those
situations of which he is to avoid.
H, Em .pathy]al~o! _o~rv lettffrs. Fr, Cimmamsti has not prepared-any letters of apology.
!. Statement as to why sexuallyinappropriate acts. are wronq. This continues to be
addresse~’, en’that Ft. Cimmarusti has wavered not at’all inth~ Clai~that-some of his
adult contacts may have even served to benefit the indMdual,
- -J. Statements..
1. Deviant arousal patterns. Fr. Cimmamsti continues with a blanket denial 6fany
interests in under age males, stressing that-his pdrnary sexualinterests in the
past have focused on adult’rhales.
2. Deviant sexual fantasies. Little more can be said that has ~ot.already been

detailed in past reports:, w~il~ Ft. Cimmaru~ admits to havi~g enjoyed both
looking a~ the genitalia of his thenyoung charges, he denies enteitaining any
fantasies that involves minors. While he does.admit to entertaining fantasies,
these are (he continues to say) all of older males~
:
K. Proficiency and trainin_q.
1. Anger management. The work within this area continues.
2.. Stre~s reduction. This Is an area in which our work conti.’nues.
o

Assertion training and social skills. Fr. Cimrnamsti c~ntinues to participate in
group, although with an-ongoing yearning to be done with this portion of his
work. Despite such compla’.mts, he has been a.fairly active participant, offering
support to other members of the group. Forall of his involsement with others,
he remains quite reluctant to bdng forth any.~)re personal is~u6s’given that he
remains concerned that others might .misc0rist~ue his. issues and use it to attack
the Church.

4. Human Sexuality. This.has been addressed.and Fr. Cimmarusti conveys a
reasonably detailed understanding and apprecia.tton of the ~pecif’~s of human
sexual response..
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Fr. Mario .Cimmamsti

Paqe 3

5. Awareness of and ability to cope-with.depression. At this point in time Fr.
Cimmarusti’s depress.ion ha~ fluctuated, this apparently following the state of
his two elderly charges at San Damiano. Concerns have been raised by me ~
to how he will respond if and when either one or both of his charg~,s will require
additional and moreintensive care than can currentJy be provided within San.
Damiano. What will he do under such circumstances. Although Fr. Cimmarust~
effectively dismisses such concerns, it seems clear that they have become a
¯ focal point of.his life: How will he respond when they are nolonger in a position
" to be cared for within that setting?
If any additional information is needed, pleas .e let.me know.
Sincerely,

"

cc: Dr. Rosales
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LARRY J. WORNtAN, Ph.D.
OFFICE LOCATED AT CROSSROADS PSY.CHOTHERAPY INSTITUTE
3496.BUSKIRK AVENUE
..
SUITE 102

PLEASANT ..HI.I.~ CA 94523

REDACTED.
Dire~0r of the After C~re Progmm
P.O. Box 249
-Three Rivers, CA-93271-

Dear

"

EnGlosed is an account o{the ovewieV~ of the ongoirig, t~erapeutic W~k wP, h Ft.
~im .marusti, this covering the pi~riod from the date of th~ submission of the last reportdated December 27, 2001 - through the above listed date. The dim~hsions that are
i~nsi~ered are taken from thos.e trea,tment goals that were listed in the document
.

., :A.;Auth0rize¢ releaseof ~ide.qtlal Inlformation, Ft. Cimmarusti has complied, with
: ’"
B, Red fla_qs/wamin.q,s]i.qns, Fr. C.immarusti has continued to contend that has made
good progress in being, able toideri ".tifi_y his red flags, and that he has consolidated the
strides .,n~.de in this area:. He maintains, however~ that he never engaged in any misdeeds
with minors. He acknowledged, however, ~..there...may have been ~ occasions during
the time in which he sewed in Mexico - this many years ago - where, quite inadvedentJy,
there .might I~ave been some contact with young men perhaps just Under the ~ge of
consenL From his perspective, this remains a faidy minor point given that it occurred so
long ago, and he confi.’nues to. protest the. severe restrictions placed on his a~vities,
reiterating the point that he simply is not allowed to utilize those skJ’lls thai have been
developedL
..;. ~. Offer~e m/~.le_. F.r. cimma~.sti ¢on~,’nues to lay claim to having dev.eloped a full and
compret~ensive account.of his ~ns, ....
D;. ’.Thl. nki~g errom, Asin .pdor reports, this i.n an area which continue~ to engage our
attention, pa .rticul .arlygiven that there are continuing signs of-Fr. Cimmarusti’s manifeslJng
a range of fa~y..marked.disto .rl~ris. He continues, for example, to abide by the belief that
. hi,s inappropriate involvements wi~ adults (and only adults) may, in specific instances,
have well .helped’ some persons~ Such l distortions continiJe to be confronted and
addressed, albeit ~lowly.
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Ft. Mark) Cimrnamsti

-.. - ¯

Paqe 2 :,

E. Description of offenses in detail. Ft. Cimmamst~ ~ntinues to insist that he does
has no memory whatsoever of any of those acts whii;h led to the accusations that had.
been made at the outset of his difficulties’.
.:.
;

F. Situations to avoid at all c.osts. As ~bove, Fr.Cimmarusti continues to become -soh~ewhat agitated ove~’ the pof~t that he has not been allowed to practice his relapse. ¯
prevention program ina more real wodd situation. Although he adart~antl~ d6ni~ any .
interests in mirlo .rs~ he has managed to ~onvey a reasdnable udderstanding of those
Situations,of wl~ichhe is to avoid...
-~ :.

H. Eml~ath¥/apoi _o_o_o_o_o_o_o_o_o~/lettbrs.¯ Fr. Cimmarusti has not prepared any letters of apology.
" I. Statement as to why sexually inappropriate acts are wron~l. This ~ntinu~es ~ be
addressed given, as r~marked, .that Fr. Cimmarustt has taken thesta..nce that ~orhe ~)f hts
adult contacts may have even serve~ to benefit the.individual.
J....statements.
Deviant arodsal pa~tems. Fr. clmmarusti contihues.to starkly.and co~.p.16tely.
deny any interests in under age males, stressing that his pdmary’
in.terests in th~ past have focused on adult males. As before, .there remains
preciouslittle direct evidel~ce that p~ser~tty speaks to well entrencl~edst0u~al
patterns directed to under age males.
"
:- 2. Deviant sexual fantasies. Although Fr. Citnn~-usti admffs to h~i~ir~J~enjoyi~ both
¯ Iooldng at the g~italia of his’then ~/oung-cha.rges, he dehies’.ehterl~inJh~t.
f~i~tasies whi~h involvesmino~s. Wh~e he does admit to enter~at~in~.~n~a~.i~;
these-are (he saYs)all of older males.
~ " K,. Pr0flcl~nc¥~a~id traihin#1. Anger management. The work within this area continues.
2, Stress reduction; "This is an area in which our work conttndes, ¯
Q

As~...e~tion training.and social ,~k~ls. Fr. CimmarustJhas, reludantly, r~ur0edhis
participation ingroup. His presence and input here is valued bybther il~m~be~;
although he contends .~ solely in our one-to-one sessions - tha( there is no
compelling reason for.him to have been retumed to the group. Them are a
number of issues that have surfaced in our individual work, and while he has
bee~ a.~sei:l-that it is more than appropriate to bdng such fi~at~e~ into¯ the
group, lie ha~ stemffastly denied this invitation, declaring:-a) that ~[s is
dnne~essary; and b) if he did bring this material up, hew~ries.that others w~uld
misconstrue this and develop wrong and completely inappropriate ideaSabout
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.the Church. in addition, there are broad areas in which he has proven to be.
quite reluctant in addressing Within the context_of the group, this even though
I have continued to suggest that it would be most appropriate.
4. Human Sexuality. This has. be.en addressed and Fr~ Cimmarusti conveysa
. reasonably detailed understanding and appr.eciatJon of.the specifics of humar~
.sexual response.
o

Awareness of and abir@ to cope with depress.ion. Ft. cimmarusb"s depression
waxes and wanes., and he remains poi.ntedly bitter regarding the seemingly
intractable nee~ to maintain him in treatment. As before, he has come to
"ac~u.~e his involvement in the therapeutic process as being a very significant
.source of the depression with which he has struggled over the years. In
addressingthis issue, some h~.retofore unappreciated facets of his mlationsttip.
to his spiritual practices and needs have been identified. As such, their ties to.
the seemingly intractable.de, pression are being discussed and considered in
greater detail
:"

If any additional information is needed, please let me know..
Sincerely, .

Ph.D."

cc: Dr. Rosales
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Directbi" of the After.Care Program
SL Francis Friary .
1104 W. H.emy Avenue
Spo .kano, .WA99205

REDACTED

June.18,.2002
Deal"

~Eticlos~d: is an ac~,our~t of the ove~iew of the .ongoing. therapeutic work-with. Fr.
Cimmarusti, this covering the period from the date of the submisSion. ~the last report -dated March 18, 2002 - through the. above listed date, The dimensiens that are
~ider’ed .i~re taken from those treatment goals that wePe listed -’in ’ the document
.:..
."

~. ~.".’Authonzed release of confidential mfor~natJon, Ft. Cir~maru~ti ha~ cor~ied with.

"

B. Red fla(Is/wamin_~ siqns. Ft. Cimmarusti has continued, to contend that has made
good progress in being ’able to identify his red flag.s, and that he.has consolidatedthe
strides made in this area~ He steadfastly maintains, however, that he never knowingly
engaged in any misdeeds With minors. As detailed previously;~this; from l~is perspective,
stands asa faidy minor point given, that il; occurred so long ago, and he co~. tinues to
protest the bevcm restrictions placed on his a~tivities, claiming that he simply is not
allowed to utilize those skills that have been developed.
¯ . ~. en~e’P.¥¢le.~ Fr, Cimmamsti continue~ tb lay-claim to havihg developed a.full and
comp~el~ensivebccount of his adions:
:: it).’Thinldhb,~rro.rs. As docu .merited in eadler i-ep0rtS, tllis in anare~ ~#h]ch continues
to eng~g"~"L~raffention. Such distortions continue.to be-cc~ronted ar~ addressed; albeit
slowly.E::De~cdp~ion of’offense~ in detail. Ft. Cimn~rusti continues.toinsist that he does
has no m~nory whatsoever of any of those acts which led to the accusati .ops that had
been made at the outset of his difficulties."
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F. Situatiops to avoid a~ all costs. As abo~ie, Fr. Cimmarustl continues io display.
great displeasure around the. point that he has not been allowed to practic~ his:relapse
prevention program in a more real wodd situation. While he adamantly-d~nies any
interests in minors, he has managed to convey a reasonable ~nderstanding of thosesituations of which he is to avoid.
H. Empath~/lapoIo.q¥.letters. Fr. Cimman~sti has not prepared.any letters of ~pology.
I. Statement as to why sexuall¥,:inappropdate ac~ are wron,q..This continues to be
addressed given, as remarked, that Fr. Cimmarusti has taken the’stance that some of his
adult~ntacts may have e~en served to benefit the individual..
J. Statements.

""""

1. Deviant arousal patte.ms. Fr. Cimmar~sti continues to starkly and completely
deny-amy inte[ests!n" under -age.-males, stressing that his primary sexual
interests in the past have focused on adult males.
Deviant.sexual fantasie~. Although Fr. Cimmarusti admits to having enjoyed
beth looking at thegenitalia of llis then young charges, he denies entertaining
any fantasies that involves minors. Whilehe does admit to entertaining
fantasies, these are (he says) all of older males.
K. Proficiency and tralninq..
1. Anger management. The work within this area centi~ueLs.
St[es~ reduction. This_is an area in which.oor work continues.
Assertion training-and social skills. Ft. Cimmarusti continues to participate in
group. As before, however, he contends - solely in our one-to-one, sessions that he can see no use in his continued involvement in group, Still, there
continue to be a number of issues that have surfaced in our individL~...I work,
and.while he.has been advised that it is more than appr6pri~.~o brin~l ~uch
matters !nto the group, he has steadfastly denied this invitation, declaring: a)
that this is.unnecessary; and b) if he did bringthib matedal up;~,~.:..~es that
others would misconstruethis and develop wrong and completely iha’l~opriate
ideas about the Church. In addition, there are broad areas in which he has
proven to be quite reluctant in addressing within the context of the group, this
even.though I have conti.’.nued to sugg .est that it.would be most appropriate.

4. Human Sexuality. This has been addressed and Fr. Cimmarusti conveys a
reasonably detailed understanding and appreciation of the specifiCs of human
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sexual response.
5. Awareness of and ability to cope with depression. At this point intime F.r.
Cimmarusti’s depreSs.ion does appear Io have. remitted to a degree uns~n..:..
since we began working together.
If any additior~al information is needed, please let me know~
Sincerely,

cc: Dr. Rosales
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LARRY, J. WORNIAN, Ph.D.
LICENSE ~SYl159t

OFFICE LOCATED AT CROSSROADS PSYCHOTHERAPY INSTITUTE
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SUFFE.’t.02-,
PLE/~,AI~i: HILL, CA194523

(92s).~Z.oT33 Director of the After Care Program
St. Francis Friary
1104 W. Heroy Avenue
Spokane, WA 99205

REDACTED

September 23, 2002
Dear

Enclosed.is. an account of the overview of the ongoing therapeutic work with Fr.
Cimmamsti, this covedng the perkx] from the date of the submission of the lastreport -,
dated June 18, 2002 - through the above listed date. The dimension~ that are considered
...are taken from those treatment goals that were listed in the document "Therapeutic
!:"-.:.’~:.4~th~rized release of confidential Information. Ft. Cimrna~ust~ ha~. Complied with
’ .fl~i~:.~ .e~l. Uire..ment, ..
B. Red flags/waminq si.qns. Ft. Cimmarusti continues to lay claim to his having
made good progress in being able to identify his red flags, and that such knowledge has
been consolidated and transformed into actual behavior. However, he continues to hold
fast to-the Claim that he has never knowingly engaged in any misdeeds with minors. As h~s
documented dudng the course of prior reports, he continues to contend that there has
been much ado-for virtually nothing given that those transgressions ~that did .occur
happened so long ago. He continues to chafe and protest the restrictions placed on his
activities, decD,, i.ng the point that he is not being allowed to actually practice those skills that
have beeh developed..
C. Offense cycle. Fr. Cimmamsti continues to lay claim to havingdeveloped a fult.and
comprehensive-account of his actions.
D. Tliinldn.q’errors. AS documented in eadier reports, this in an areawhich continues
to.engbge our attention. Such distortions continue to be. confronted andaddressedl albeit
slowly.
E. De~.crip~on Of offenses in detail Fr. Cimmaru~ti continues t0"cling fast to his
claim of having no memory whatsoever of any of those acts which led to the accusations
that had been made at the outset of his difficulties.
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F. Situations to avoid.at all .cost~. ,~ above, Fr. Cimmamsti continues to displaygreat displeasure around the point.that he has not been allowed to p.mctice hi~’ r~ela, pse
prevention program in a more real wodd situation. While he strenuously denies" any.
interest~ in minors, he has managed to convey a reasonable understanding:.oftl~os.~
situations of which he is to avoid,
..
H. Empathvlapoi .ore/letters’. Fr. Cimmamsti has not prePah~,d any letters ofapology.
!. Statement as to.why sexually inappropriate acts are w, rong. This continuesto be
addressed given, as rem.arked, that Fr. Cimmarusti has wavered, not a bit in the claim that
some of his adult contacts maY have even served tb benefit the individual.
¯ . J. Statements.
1. Deviant arousal patterns. Fr. Cimmarusti continues to starldy and completely
deny a.ny interests in-under age maleS~ stressing that his pdmary-sexual
¯ ~nterests in the past have focused on adult males..
¯ 2. :Deviaht; sexual fantasies. Little-more can be said that has not already been:
detailed in past reports: wh_ge Fr, Cimmamsti admits to-having enjoyed both
looking.at the’genitalia of his.then-your~g charges,, he denies ente.rtaining any
¯farit~sies that involves minors. Whge.he does. admit to entertaining fantasies, ¯
these are (he continues to say) ali of Older males.
K. Proficiency and t~’a~in.q.
A,nger management. The w~rk within thi~ area continues.
Stress reduction. This is an area in which our work- continues.
Asse~on training and social skills..Ft. Cimmarustl cOntinues to I~articipate in
group. Within the confines of our indMdual meetings, be continues to complain
that he can see no use in. I~is continued involvement in group. Still, there
continue to be. a.numbe.r of issuesthat have surfaced tn our ind’.Mdual- ..wqrk, .and
while he has been advised thatit is more than appropriate to.bdng such mat}~s
into the group, he has declined this invitation, saying a) it is unnecessan]; and
b)¯’.if be’did bdng this material up, he frets thatothem-would ~nst~je this
and develop wrong and completely inappropriate ideas about the Chui~ch:As
¯ befo.re, there are broad areas in which he has proven to be quite .reluctant in
addressing within the context of the group, this even though I have continued
to recommend that it would be most appropriate.
o

Human Sexuality. This has been addressed and Ft. Cimmar~sti conveys a
reasonably detailed understanding] and appreciation of the specifics of human
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sexual resin, rise.
5. Awareness of and abil.ity to cope with depression. At this point in time Fr.
Cimmarusti’s depression doe~. appear, to have become rr~ore pronounced,.this.
following .additiona! restrictions having been placed on him at San Damiano..
If any additional information is ne~led, please let me know.
Sincerely,.

a~///~fomian, Ph.D.
cc: Dr. Rosales
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LARRY J. WORNIAN, Ph.D.
.L~:~s~ #Pmtlts~ ". " ’
OFFICE LOCA-I l=u AT ~ROSSROADS PSYCHOTHERAPY INSTITUTE
3496 BUSKIRK AVENUE

pLEASAN’FIIILI;;~CA~23-’-. : .;-..,..~..~. ~. :.; --...:/ :;.."...:-.. ¯ .
1925) 942;0733

DireCtor of the After Care ~’rogram.
SL Francis Fdary
-1104 W. Hemy Avenue
Spokane, WA 99205 ¯ : ’ "

REDACTED

¯ December 16; 2002. -

EnclosediF an account of the ovewiew’0f th~ ongoing ~erapeutic w0r~ *itl~ Fr.
Cimmarusti, this coveiing~e-peril from the date of the submission of the last report dated September 23, 2002 .- througl~ the above listed date. Tl~e dimensions .that are
.considered are taken from those treatment goals that were listed, in the document
¯
"Therapeutic, .(~." " ’" ....
: .:.~’~} . ~,.~ ,.’!-o..
! .’".~- ~. ..;~. :.; .. , -

.,

;.
= -- . -

..

/;/,i.~__’j~tho.~dz~. ..R, !ease ~ confidential information Ft. c.imma~usti has Cornj3Jted with

. ., .

¯ .B. ;:.Red fla~/warnin_~si~lns_," M befc~rb, Fr. cimmarosti sees-himself as haying made
good progress in being able to identify his red flags, and that such knowledgdhas been
t.ranslated into action. He continues, however, to hold fast to the stance that he has never
knowingly engaged in any misdeeds.with minors. As has repeatedlydocumented during
the course of prior reports, he continues to claim that there has been much ado for virtually
~qothing given that those inappropriate actions that did occur happenedso long ago~ He
cOntinues to chafe and protest the restrictions placed on his activities.
.C, .Offense c¥c~: Ft. Cimmarusti continues to lay claim to having developed a full and
comprehensive account of his actions.
"
D. Thinldn_~ errors; This in a Stgn’~nt area in Which much effort continues to l~e put .
fodh. Most recoe~tly, thej’e,, me concerns that have been raised as to what d~)es and does
not constitute inappropriate forms ~f emotional expression. Thee .distortions t~at have
been disdemed continue, to be confronted and addressed.
.. E. DescdP~0n .of offenses, in..de~il Fr. Cimmamsti continues to claim t~at he no
memo,’y-whats~ever of any of those acts ~vhich led to the accu~s that had been rna~e
at the outset of his difficulties.
"
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F. Situations to avoid at all costs. As above, Ft. Cimmarusti c0nlJnues to display
great displeasure around the point that he has not been allowed, topractice his re|apse
prevention program, in a more real .world situation. While he .strenuously, denies, any
interests in minors, he has managed to convey, a reasonable understanding of those:
situations of which he is to avoid:,
H. Ernpath¥/apolo_crv letters.. Fr." Cimmarusti has not prepared arty rett@~s of apol~jy.
I. 8tate~nent as to why sexually inapproi~riate.acts are wron.q. Tl~is c~ntJnues tO be ,
addressed given that Ft.. CimmarustJ has wavered not at all in the claim ~h~t so~e of his
adult contacts may have even sewed to benefit the individua!.
J. Statements.

.....

Deviant ..arousal patterns. Fr. Cimmarusti contin.u.es to. stai’kly and ~ompletely
deny any interests in unde~ age males, stressing tha~’ his pdma.ry sexOal
in|erests i.n the past have focused.. ~n adult males.
Deviant sexual fantasies. IL~e more L~an b6 Said ~a{’hbs ~ already been
dbtailed in past reports: while Fr. Cimmarusti admits to having e~tjoyed l~th
looking atthe genitalia of his then young charges, he denies ~ntertai.ning any
fantasies that involves minors, While he does:admit.tb eritei~inihgTbntasies,.
these are (he continues to say) all of older males.
,K. Proficiency and traininq.
1. Ang~ management. The Work Within this area continues.
¯.

2. Stre~s reduction. This is an area in which our work contiriues. ~
3: A~.~ertion training and social skills. Fr. Cimmarusticontii~ues to participate in
group, albeit reluctantly. There continues to be a number of issues that have
¯ surfaced in our individual work, and while he has been advised:that it is more
than appropriate to bdng such matters into thb group, he continues to refuse
this invitation, saying a) it is unnecessary;, and b) if he did bring.this matedal up,
he:~ret~ tha{ others would misconstrue this and develop wrong and completely,
inappm,~riate ideas about the Chuh:h. Asbefofe~ there are broad-areas in which
he has"’proven to be quite reluctant in addressihg within the context- of the
group, this even .though I have continued to recommend that it would be most
appropriate.
,
Hu~n Sexuality, This has been ai:ld~ess.etl an~d Fr. (~immaru~-conveys a
reasonably detailed understanding and. appreciation of the specifics of human
sexual response. "
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Awareness of and ability to cope with depression. At this point in time Fr.
Cimmarusti’s depression does appear to have become more pmn0unced, this.
in keeping addit~ional restrictions having been pla~:~l on him at San Damtano:,
If any additional inf0rrnatior~ is needed, please let me .knqw.
Sincerely,

cc: Dr. Rosales.
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March 14~ 2001 ....

Enci~d Is-an accotint of Me overview’of t~e ongoing~-theraPe~ Wb~;~ FI;.
Cimmamsti, this covedng the period from the date of the submisSion.of the I~t:
dated December 11, 2000 - through the above listc=d date. The dimensions that are
considered are-taken from those treatment g~als that were li~ted~in tl~. dbcumen!
"Therapeutic. " O."
..
.. ~,A~orized’rel~a~e.’of co ,,n, fid~,nti~l inform;~tion- Fr. Cimm~t~i~has ~p~:l with
B. Red flags/warning sign~. While, aS previously’detailed, there is good reasbn tb
believe that Ft. Cimmarusti has made reasonably good progress in being able to identify
his red flags, ~ issue~of dedial.has been more explicitly discussed and considered. More
will be said of this specificissue below. Again, Fr. Cimmarustidisp.lays the ability to speak
about being aware of thoSe wamingsighs which would, theoretically, allow himto bring to
bear those "coping::~idlis. which" have been practiced throughout the. course of .his
ihvo/vement in therapy.
’
C. Offense cyc~. Although Fr. Cimmarusti has repeatedly and persisten.tly laid claim
to having:developed a full-and .comprehensive account.of I~is- actionS, a momTecent
incident .-- which involved his illicit Use of alcotiol - served to raise some.very significant
and profound concerns..Although them was nothing which oc~u’red, i~. f~th~ of
inappropriate sexual behavior, the steps taken to ad~lress his abuse.of ak~Ofiol, in .which
he was.referred to a retreat for al~:~holic priests.- found him returning from this meeting,
declaring that he was more convinced than ever that he has never engaged in many of the
inappropriate bet~avjors with wtiich he had been charged so many yea .rs before.
D. Tb|hkingI errors, This realm ~tinues to be. a soume, of. ongoing significant
¯ concern..The previously detailed chamcterological issues’-di~ appear to drive such conbems. More specifically, a range of faidy markeddistortions have been encou~emd in
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Fr. Cimmarust~’s effort to.a~ruptly and t~ne.xpectedly discontinue hB myglvemen.tm ~ne..
portion of his-treatment regimen, namely group therapy. The range Of distortions
encountered in hisefforis to bring to a premature dose this facet of.his, t~eatmen.tcon_t~nU.e.~
to be confronted.and addressed, albeit slowly.
¯ ’ ¯ ¯ -. -..
F_. ,D~escdpt!0n ofloffensesln devil. Fr.Cimmamsti has, mereforc~._.fu!ly,th..,an-.be .fore, ’
come t.o deny the veracity of any and all claims of, ever h .ayi.’ng.engaged in ariy forn~..Ofin.appropriate
in
parti~Jlarl~j,sexual
stark behavior
contrast with
to his.
underage
acknowledgment
males. ~This
of having
blanketab.used
denial Stands,
the. office
however,
Infomadon while teaching his seminarians, although no.t to the degree which has been
claimed in other quarl~rs. He, has continued to offer basically the sa ,me. details.-,,,mg.,a, rding
his contacts with adult ma.les, stressing tha{such persons have be~n the sole focus of his
sexual interests in the pasL
F.. S, it~.a, ti~,n~ toavold at~all costs, Fr. Ci .mfnan~.~ti con.t~nues.~ 0nveyan .adequate
understa~di.ng of those situations of which he is-to avow.
, .-..~
H, F-~pathy)a~o~ly let~s~ Fr..Ci.mmarusti. has.not prepare~l any letters of ap0l~y.
I. Statement as to why sexually inappropriate acts are wr0r~l. While Fr. Cirn~a,rusti
speaks of:unders~ndi~g the adverse consequences:e.t,thi~,~ dimer~,, on, we
continue to address such matters. " ’° - ........ .,,.,

¯ ~1.. Deviant arousal patterns. Again, Fr: (~immarusti br0~d.ly ar~d.-~letely denies."
any,inte, r ,ests in under ag,e ma. les~ stressing that his, pd .mawsexualinterests in .
the past have .focused on adult males..There remains precious little direct
evidence which presently speaks to.well entrenched arousal patterns directed to
under age males.

~..,2..- Deviant
wh.~h spe~..to
sexual fantasies.
On.g~ing deviant
There issexual
nothing.which
hasregarding
been reve~=~l,
under .age
a.t.thts,
rnales~
point.
‘ Pantastes
,K, P, roflclenc¥ and-training:

..

..

~ -.

¯ . 1. Anger rear, age .menL. Our work continues t~ profess ~atis~actorily in this ar~a~
Stress reduction. This is an area in which our work c0ntinues=
Assertion trai, ing and.social skills., Yhere arenB~erous indicatkx~ to.theeffect
that.Fr. Cimmarusl~. has-b~n reluctant ~ make ful~...and complete use of all.
¯ facets of his therapeutic regimen., pa~culady group. Although theredo.appear
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to areas of his behavior outside of themw proper which reflect a more,.
appropriately- assertive stance, his stark reluctance to make fuller use of all
therapeutic resources is an issue which has been morn explicitly confronted.
over the last fewweeks of this reporting pedod.
4. -Human Sexuality. This has .been addresse~ and-Fr. Cknmamsti conveys a
i reasonably detailedunderstanding andappreciatJon of the specifics Of.l~uman
sexual response.
..

5. Awareness of and ability to cope with depression. My last .report found me
writing that
This dimension continues to be a s!gnificant focus of our.work together. As
in the past, there have been pedods in which signs of seemihgly marked
improvement have been punctuated by episodes of deep despair and
hopelessness. Fr. Cimmarusti has recentJy undertaken more sYstematic
work in an effort to address this significant component of his difficulti .es.
This as~ssment.remains, unchanged.
If any.add~ona! information is needed, please let me know.
Sincerely,

cc: Dr. Rosales
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Enclosed~ .|s an .account 0~ the overview of the ongoing" th~mpeut~c ~’ork-with Fr.
Cimmarusti, this coveri.ng,.the p~riod from.the dat~., of the submission of the last report’dated March 14, 2001 - through the above listed datb. The dimens~>ns tlibtare considered
are takenfrom-those treatment goals that were lis’:ed in the document "Therapeutic G."
A. A~’th~i~:ed ~;elea~e of ~rffid~ntial informat~n. Fr.cimmarusti has co~pl’.~d with
this re~IOi~iY~nt. "
B. Red flafls/waminh signs. Ft. Cir~mamsti." l~!lieges th~he has made good progress
in being able to identify his red flags, although he. expresses C0~cems.gi~en that i~e has
never been allowed opportunities to. test himself g yen the restrictions placed on his life.
C. OffenSe,uCyCle~. Fr. cimma~stJ continues to ay claim to having developed a full and"
comprehensive account of his &ctions. A more re~nt.occurrence, however, in which he
was found to be in possession ofa p0mogmphic videotape-- which was a re~ding Of an
HBO documentary - has been addressed in part. More work awaits this specific and recent
incident.
D; Thinking, errors..AS detailed previously, :~is area continues to be a source of
ongoing work:A~, noted in prior repods, Ft. C.immanJsti has .offere8 a range of faidy marked
distortions, such as in his effort~ to terminate from group. SOch distortions continue to be
confronted, and addresse~l, albeit slowly.
...~ .
E~Descriatidn ~f 9ffbns,...es.in de!ail. Ft. Cimn]arusti continues to insist that he does
not recalt.s0r~,e ofactS which led to the accusations that had been made at the outset of
his difficulties. Insofar as ~;ontacts With adult mak=.s, he continues to offer basically the
same details regarding his pas~ contacts with then-, emphasizing that such persor~s have
beer~ the primary.focus of his sexual ihterests in y~.=ars past:
F. situations to avoid a,..t all.costs. Fr. Cimmarusti continues to ruminateover the
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point that he hasnot been allowed to. practice his relapse prevention program in a more-..
real world-situation. Still, he conveys an adequate understanding of those situations of
which he is ~o avoid.
_H. E.m~aathv/apolofl. y letters. Fr. Citnmarusti has .not prepared any letters of apology.
I. Statement as to why sexuaJl¥ inapprop~’iate acts are wrong~We c0nt~nue"t~:
address such matters, although F’r.Cimmarusti has made clear I~i~ undemtandin~ tt~t
such acts harms others..
J. Statements.

De~iant arousal patterns. Again,. Frl Cim’narusti broadly and .c0mpletely.denies,.
any interests in under age males, stressing-that his pdrnary sexual interest~in "
the past have focused on adult, males. There re~na!ns precious little direct
evidence.which presently, speaks to wel entrenched arqusal pattbrns directed
to under agb males.
°2. Deviant sexualfantasies. There is nothim,! which has been revealed at this p~int.
which
speaks
ongoing
deviantthat.~econt~nt~f
sexual fantasies-regarding
under age
¯males.,
(In pas~i
.ng, to
it is
worth noting
tl~ afor~m.~’ntio
.nedS°
"was,"
found to consist of adult females.)
K, Proficiency.and training;
1. Anger management, our wo~ contim~,s in this area, ~ ~t~ps having been
taken toward addressing his passive--a~lgressive style.
,
¯

2. Stress reduction. This is an area in wh ch oul~..~rk continu.es.

3. A~. sertioh training and social skills..Ft’. Cimmamsti has effectively refused to
make a.ny. further use of group therapy, particularly as a setting in which he
might further expand his repertoire. As of the submission of this report, today
he will be ending group, at least on a tempora~/.baSis.-There do appear to at
least someareas of his behavioroutsid~ of therapy proper which reflect a ~ore
approp.dately assertivestance.
;
4. Human Sexuality. This has been addressed and Fr. Cimmarusti conveys a
reasonably detailed understanding and appreciation of the specifics of human
sexual response.
5. A.ware.n.e~...- of and. ability t.o cope with depression. Although .F~. Cimmarusti’~
aepress~n waxes and wanes, he is quite bitter over the point that from his point
of view, his sense of self-est~-=rn remains quite shaky after so many years .of
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therapy. In some fundamental regards~ he faults the need .to continually focus
on a relapse prevention programas cultivating this ongoing sense of misery.
Ongoing work is in addressing this are~; therefore, continues. "

any additional information is needed, ple~se let me know.
Sincerely,-

cc: Dr. Rosales
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LARRY J. WORN[AN, Ph.D.
LOCA3-ED AT CROSSROADS PSYCHOTHERAPY INSTR’UTE
3496 BU~KIRK AI,tENUE
SUITE 102.
PLEASANT. HILL, CA 94~23
’(925) 942-0733

Director of the After Care Program.
P.O. BOx 249
Three Rivers, CA 93271

OFFICE

REDACTED.-

June 18, 2001

Enclosed is in. account c;fthe overview.of the ong0irig therapeutic ~ ~th
Fr. Cirrimarusti, this covei’ing the period ~orn thedate ofth~ submission of the
last report -dated Match 14,. 2001 : through the abeve listed date: The
dimensions, that ate.considered are taken fromthose treatrde~ go~!S that were
listed in the do~. ment ."Therape .uric G."
.A, Authorized release of. co~cle~tlal information Ft. Cimmarusti has
~mplied with t.his requiremenL
B. Red flaqs/wamir~l sians.. Ft. Cimma~st~ believes ~’~at he has made
good progress i~ beir~ able to identify, his red flags, although he expresses
concerns, given that he has never been aliowed opportunities to test himself
given, lhe restriction.s placed on his life.
C, .Offense.cycle,- Fr, Cinimarusti continues to lay c~aim to ha~ing developed
a full and comprehensive account of his actions. A more recent occurrence.
however, in wt~ch he was found to be in possession Of a p(~mngraphic videotape
- which was a recording of an HI30 documentary -.has been addressed in part.
More work awaits this specific andrecent incident.
"
"
.D. Thinking errors. As detailed previously, this area continues to be a
rSaO~rce
~ ~ing
~ Asdistort=ons,
.n.ote~l insuch-as
.~or reports,
Fr, Cimmarustl
hasoffered
a
ge ot lawny
marked
in his efforts
to I~erminate
from group.
Such distort~ions continue to ~e .confronted and addressed, alb~..it slowly.
h ~"Des¢.dPtiO.,n ofoffe._nses in detai!~Fr,.Gimmarusti continues to insist that.
e ooes not recall some of act~which led to the accusations that hadbeen made
at the outset of bib difficulties. Insofar as contacts with adult males, h~ continues
to offer basically thesame details, regarding his past contacts with them,
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emphasizing that such persons have been the primary focus of hissbxual
interests in years past.

F. Situations to avoid at ai! costs, i~r. cimmerusti continues to. ruminate; ¯
over the point that he has .not been allowed to practice his relapse preventionprogram in a more real world situation, Still, he conveys an adequate
underst, anding of those situations of Which he is to avoid.
0" ’"
’H- Empathvlal~olo,~ letters, Fr. Cimrnarusti has not prepared a~Yle.tt..em .of .
apol~Jy. I. Statemen~ as to ;why sexualht inam~rom’iate acts arewron,q~ We; ,
continue to address such matters, although Fr. Cimmarusti has h~ade clear
his understanding that’such acts harms others..
J. Statements,

""

¯ 1.: Deviant arousal patterns. Ag’~, i.o, Fr, Cimmarusti broadly and
-.
.. comPletely denies a~..y interests in under age mal ,es0 stressing.that his
primary sexual interests in the past have focused.on adult males.
.There remains preciouslittle direct evi~nc~ which presently.speaks
(o well entreri~..arousa! pattems-di .reqt. ed tO . .u!nder_age males.

2, Deviant. sexual fantasies, There i..s .no.,~.’ng which;has beenrevealed at..

this point which sl~aks to ongoir~g d~viant sexual fantasies rbgarding
under.age malbs. (In - passing, it is worth not!ng that the content of the
aforementioned video was found to-consist of adultfemales,) "
K. Proficiency and trainin,q.
1. Anger management. Our work continues in this area, With steps
having been taken toward addressing his passive-aggressive style.
Stress reddction. This is an area in which our work continues.
Assertion training and social skills. Ft. Cimmarusti has effectively.
refused tomake any further .use of group therapy, particularly as a.
setting in which he might further exp~nd his repertoire. As of the
-.submission of this.report, today hb ~!! be ending group, at.least on a
temporary basis. There do appear.toat leastsome areas of his
behavior outside of therapy proper w~ich reflect a" more appropriately
assertiVe-stance.
Human Sexuality. :Tills has been addressed and Fr. Cimrnatusti "
conveys a reasonably detailed understanding and appreciation of.the
sl~fics of human sexual response.
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Awareness of and pbility to cope with depression. Although Fr..
¯ CirnmanJsti’s depre.~,sion waxes and wanes,.he is quite bitter over the
point that from his point of view, his, sense of self-esteem remains
quite shaky after so many years of therapy. In some fundamental
regards; he faults the need to.continually focus on a relapse
prevention program as cultivating this ongoing sense of misery.
Ongoing work is in addressing this area, therefore, continues.
if any additio~al information isneeded, please let me knov/.
Sincerely,

Larry Womian, Ph.D, ¯

cc: Dr. Rosales
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LARRY J; WORNtAN, Ph.D.
LICENSE #PSY11591

OFFICE LOCATED AT CROSSROADS PSYCHOTHERAP’ INSTITUTE
3496 BUSKIRK AVENUE
SUITE 102
PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523
(925) 942-0733

Director of the After Care Program
P.O. Box249
Three R’r~ers, CA-93271

REDACTED

Sept,embe( 16, 2001

Enclosed is an ~ccount of’ the overview of the ongoi.ng therapeutic Work with Fr.
Cimmarusti, th~s"covering the pedod from the date bf the submission o~ the iast report dated June 1.8, 2001 - through the above listed da;e. The dimensions that are considered
are.taken from thos~ ti-eatment goals that were lis:ed in the document =i’heral~eutic
._A, Authbri~d’~lease of c, bnfidential inform_-~fion. Fr. Cimmarusti has complied with
this requirement.
B. Red flags/warning ~igns,, As in pdor repods, Fr. Cimmamsti staunchly believes
th.at he has made go~d~, progr..e,~i in being able tc identify those-situations which might
prove to be overly prov .oca_tNff. Too, as has be.en noted in pdor reports, he continues to
voice concerns giventhat hehas never been allo~l opportunities to test himself in view
of the mahy restrictions placed on his life..
¯ .C. Often ~.~,e cy,cle. While Fr. Cimrnarusti either dismisses or minimizes many of the
allegations which had previously been leveled at him, he continues to lay claim to having
¯ developed a full and.~omprehensive account of his. actions.
¯ D. Thinldn_q~rrors_,. This area continues to be a source of ongoing work and attention.
Those distortions which surface ~ontinue to be c~fronted and addr~.~ssed, albeit slowly.
.E. Description qf offens,es in d~tail, FL Cim ~anJStl. continues to take issue.with a
.range-of the charges’which had been leveled at him° he is adamant in claiming that he
simply does not recall Some of acts.which led to the accusations that had been made at
the outset.of, hi~ difficultieS. As.before, he fully adm~ and acknowledges that his primary
sexual interests have been focused on consentin~c adult males.
F. Situations to avoid at all cos~_. As has been in the ~:ase in prior mpods,. Ft.
Cimmarusti continues to ruminate over the point that.he has not been allowed tp practice
his relapse prevention program in a more real world situation.
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H: Empath~,lal~olo~l_ y..!.etters. Fr. Cimmarusti has not prepared any letters of apology,: ..,
!. Statbment as to why.sexually inappropriate ac~s are wrong. We continue t~
address ~uch matters, although Ft. Cimmar’3sG has made clear his Unde .r~tan;dingthat
such acts harms others..

J. statemen ,~,.
Deviant arousal pa.ttems. Ft. cimmaru.~.ti broadly and completely denies an.’y
interests in under age males, stressing "~at his primary sexual interests in ttie
past have focused on adult males. As befbre, there remains precious rdtle direct
evidence which presently speaks to wel entrenched arousal patterns directbd
to under age males:

2..Deviant Sexual fantasies. There is nothing,! which has been .~evealed at this point
which speaks to ongoing deviant sexual fantas’.~s regarding under age males.
K, Pl’oficiency and traininq_.
¯ 1. A~.ger management. Our efforts contint~ in this area, with steps having been
taken toward addressing his passive-a~jgres.~ive style.
2. Stress reduction. This is an area in wh ch our work continues.
ASs. ~rtiontraining arid social skills. As in pdor repbrts, there is some reason to
believe that Ft. Cimmarusti has continJed~to manifest a more appropriately
assertive stance, although this is also s(~ne reason tobelie~,e that this remains
inconsistent.
HumanSex.uality. This has been addressed and Fr. Cimmarusti conveys a
reasonably detailed understanding and appreciation of the specifics .of human
Sexual response.
Awareness of and ability to cope with depressior~. Although Fr, Cimmarusti’s
depression .waxes aix/wanes,, he is quite bitter Over thepoint that " .ff0m h~s point.
of view, his.sense of self-esteem remains quite shaky after so many years of
therapy. He quite explicitly faults the need to contir~Ually foct~s--~n ~ relapse
prevention program as cultivating his n’lisery and despair. Ongoingw0rk is in
addressing this area, therefore, continues.
if any additional information is needed, please let me knoW.
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Fr. Mario Cimmarusti
Sincerely,

cc: Dr.. Rosales
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LARRY J. WORN.tAN, Ph.D.
LICENSE i¢P’3Y11591

OFFICE LOCATED AT CROSSROADS PSYCHOTHERAPY INSTITLrTE
3~SS BUSKIRK AVENUE

surrE.~02
PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523
(925) 942-0733 :
..

Director of.the After Care Progr.am
P.O: Box 249
Three-Rivers, CA 93271

REDACTEE

December 27, 2001

Enclosed is an account of the overview of the ongoing therapeutic Work with Fr.
Cimmarusti, this covedng the period from the date of the submission of the last report dated September 16, 2001 - through.the above listed date; The dimensions that are
-e_.onsidered are.taken, from those, treatment goals that were listed inthe document
"Therapeutic G."
A. Authorized release of confidential i~formaflon Ft. Cimmarusti has complied with
this requirement. "
B. Red fla~s/wamin.q si.qns. Although Fr. Cimmarusti has previously laid claim to his
having made 0ood .progress in being able to identify his red flags, he has come to occupy
a position in which his strong denial of any misdeeds with minors has, in many regards,
servedto undercut his ability to fully appreciate those situations in which he may be at risk.
As before, h.e continues to give voiceto concerns around his never having been allowed
opportunities to test himself gi~,en the severe restrictions placedon his life.
C; .offenSe cYC!e; Ft. Cimmarusti continues to lay claim to having developed a full and
comprehensive account of his actions. The issue of.his having recorded-a basically
¯ pornographic HBO documentary continued to absorb outattention, although it recently.
seems to have been resolved.D: Thinkin,q .’errors.. This area, continues to be. a source of ongoing work. Fr.
¯ Cimmarusti. ohfinues to manifest a rahge ;of fairly marked distortions, For instance, he
more recently reiterated a claim that his inappropriate involvements with adultsmay, in
specific instances, have well helped some persons. Such distortions continue to be
confronted and addressed, .albeit. slowly.
F-.,,,D ,escriptlon.of offenses in detail, As in prior reports, Ft, Cimmarusti continues to
insist that he does not recall some Of acts which led to the ~ccusations that had been
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episodes could not have happened. Insofar as contacts With adult males, he continues to.
offer basically the. same details regarding his past contacts with them, emphasizing that
such persons have beeh the primary focus of his sexual interests in years pas. t. "
F. Situations.toavoidatall costs. Er. Cimmarusti continues to .ruminate over the
point that I~e has not been allowed to practice his relapse prev.enti0n program in a more
real wodd situation. Although he adamantly denies any. interests in minors,. ,he. has
managed to convey a reasonable understanding Of those situations of which he is.to avoid.

H, Empathvla~)oiom/.letters. Fr. Cimmarusti has not prepared any letters of apok)gy.
I. Statement as to why. sexually inappropriate acts are wrong. We continue to
address such matters, although Fr. Ci.mmamsti has - as noted above.- taken the stance
that some of his adult contacts may have even served to benefit the-individuaL .This matter
has and continues to be challenged in some detail
J. Statements.
Deviant arousal patterns. Again, Ft. CimmanJsti broadly and completely-denies
any interests in under age males, stressing, that his primary sexual interests in
the pa~t have,focused on adult males. There. remains preciou, s little direct
evidence which presently .speaks tO Well entrenched arousal patterns directed to
under age males.
Deviant sex,ual fantasies. Although Fr. Cimmarusti admits to having enjoyed
both looking at the genitalia.of his Men young charges, he denies entertaining
any: fantasies which involves minors. 1A/hjJe he does admit to entertaining
fantas.ies, these are (he says) all of older males.
K. Proficiency and training;

1. Anger management. The work within this- area.continues.
2. Stress reduction. This is an area in which our work continues.
3. Assertion training and social skills. Ft. Cirr~narusti has been-infon’ned ~ the
¯ .need andintentto have him resume participation in group therapyf6l~ the
fi~t 0f the New Year. Although he vociferously disputes the need for this move
¯ - effectively denying and completely dismissing any of the masons which have
been offered to him for such need- he indicates that he will comply, simply as
a matter of obedience.
4. Human Sexuality. This has been addre~;sed and Fr. Cimmarusti conveys a
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reasonably detailed understanding and appreciation of the specifics of human
sexual response.
..
5. Awareness ofand ability.to cope with depression. Although Fr. Cimrnams:ti~s¯
d.epression waxes and wanes,-lie remains pointedly bitter ~’egarding the
seemingly intractable need to maintain him in treatmenL In point of fact, he has
come. tO accuse his involvement in the. therapeutic process as being, a very
¯ significant source of the depression with wh!ch he has struggled over the years.
As before, he blames the need. to continually focus on a relapse prevention
program as cultivating this ongoing sense of despair. Ongoing v~rk is in
addressing this area, therefore, continues.
If any a.dditional information i .s~nee~.ed, please let me k~now.
Sincerely,

Larry

Ph.D:

Dr, Rosales
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Directof~ofthe After Care PrOgram
P.O. Box 2,~9
Throe Rivers, CA 93271

REDACTED

June-.t2, 2000
o

Enclosed is an account of the ove~0f the dis~ssions th~t were had~,~h Mario
CimmaruStJ ind" .~scussing hispr0gre.ss in obtaining ~osd treatment g.oals that we~ F~sled in
the d0~ument’Therapeutic G." By way 0f background, Fr. Cimmamsti claimed tobe quite
aware 0fthis document; yet when invited to write out his own responses to each ¯of the
points listed, he objected quite, strenuou~.ly, laying claim to the belief that ~his was a
prof0undl~ misconstrued andtotally miscast undertaking. In padicul.ar, heobjeclpd, " to the.
suggestion that he place thoughts¯ to paper, emphasizing that hewa~ once advised against
doing such a~ons. He felt ~i~ to- be’a partie.,ularly piece o~ sage.advice and th .~J. ght it in
his best interests to c0nt~nue to adhere to’that recommendblJon. As such, we found
ourselves in a qu~’ndary:. I m~e it’clear to him that I simply did not want to proceed in a
way that "Would sih~ply present him with a responseto the critical dimensions listed in
Therapeuti~ G without his input; After further discussion- and protest- he agreed that We
would simply d~Scuss each Of the.points listed within that document, and that.i would
record his replies. While he als0 objected to this - feeling that this would profoundly violatethe client-therapist bond - he agreed but repeatedly emphasized that this would be
nothing more than a wasteof our collective time.:At the .close of our discussions, I
stipulated that I would provide him with a hard copy of this document, and that he could do
with it whatevei" he felt appropriate.
"
This-"sald~- thefollowing reflects a true and-accurate record of our discussions of
each of ~b points contained Within Therapeutic G.
.A. Autlmdzed .re..Ip_ase of confidentialinformation. Fr. Cimmarusti l~a~;d0r~e this but
bitterly complains that itconti~ues to botl~r him gi;ien that he views this to be a violation of
Canon Law.
""
B. Red fia~Is/w’amlng Signs, In discussing this dimension, Fr. Cimmarusti-slated
that
The thing.., that seems.to make it difficult fo~ meis the. fact that in considering these
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things is making a distinction between minors and non-minors. I assume I’m in this.
situation because my misconduct concerning minors. As far as external things,
there’s no problem because I have no contact with anyone else, or contacts, that
are not conducive to Sexual .conduct. As far as my sexual life is concerned, thathas
¯ never involved minor. As far as my fantasies, or sexual urges, at least in recent
history, they’ve.never involved minors, (And your distant histoW?)-Not that.i can.
remember. (So as far as your concerned, them am no warning signs....?) From a
mental point of view, as far as minors are concerned. (And no high risk situations?)
! have no contact with minors..(And if you wore to have contact?) I wouldn’t know, I
can’t tell you. I know l need to avoid relationships with minors. That’s one of things
that I need to do. Anything to do with minors like teaching Or coaching is out ~f the
question. (And in terms of contact with minors at the Seminaw?) Yes, but tfiat’s-one
of the positions that I could never take care of again, as far as their physical woll
being is concerned is completely out of the queslion. (Are there any.red flags for
inappropriate, sexual behavior with a .nyo’ne?) ! suppose the b~ths...the word I’m
looking for...like when you go around the park., what’s me word. .. ?(cruis.ing?)
Cruising, yes. (You’ve done this before?) Before therapy, yes. (And these were for.
anonymous homosexual encounters?) Yes, that’s right. (Can you recog.nize tb.e thoughts, sensations, and so on, that would l~ad you to crqise?) I haven’t had a~ny
since I began therapy, my life took adifferent-direction~ n~ by.my own will but by
the. ci=L .ct~stances involved. ! haven’t had any near-misses where ! was on the
.verge. of doing this type of thihg, (What about fantasies that might lead you to
cruise?) ~’hey would be mostly curiosity? (What do you mean?) Cud0sity to being
able to come into contact with a male and see his genitals and things of that nature.
The ,thrill of it. (What makes the the:ill of it?) Doing something dangerous.
(Daqgerous in what way?) Well, it’s against the law, cruising in public parks. (So
there’s no thrill in going into a gay bar?) I went into one once, a gentleman invited
me to the symphony once, and alte~vards-we wentinto a gay bar and I was very
uncomfortable with thaL...It was a foreign experience to me. (Why?) They handed
out condoms. My friend accepted them but I didn’t. I wasn’t planning on becoming
involved in any relationships.
.. Offense cycle,. Fr. Cimmarusti initially declined to discuss this, saying- once again
- "Canon Law says they shouldn’t do it, thi~ is not something for my superior.’- This
said, however, he offered that
At the seminary, i~ wasn’t a conscious grooming, I really was concerned about their
health, I.was a good lnfomadon, I took’good care of their health, I Wonder if I wasn’t
like a doctor, like a gynecologist, he must be affected by examining women, but he
doesn’t have sexual contact with them, and I didn’t have any sexual contact with
them..’...Yet I enjoyed seeing their penises and I had no idea that the seminarians
would have corresponding sexual reactions .... Now going to the baths is completely
¯ different, going to a public resl~oom is a completely different sort of thing.
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At this. point, Fr. Cirnmarusti became somewhat agitated and declared

. This is for. my therapist, the system is that ! should-be giv~h,a:good therapist t.o.
work through this and my superiors should not be; provided,: ,with this-kind of.
information .... This is a bunch of shit and bombardingyou with a bunch of shitand
~ng yourlife hell. Why don’t .they do what youd0 wi.th,, o .ther I~le~ it’s not
i~." ver fbi;. G0d’s sakes. The maih part of thisthi~g happened 35 years ago= what.
thehell. l,m impdsoned~ They say they want me to be happy for some mason. Give
me a break. This is my 9u~ year. ] suppose I’m as safe as any other..~.’m who’s been
in therapy, b~ ! don’t even have a chance to put it intopractice .... I’muh~le
with minors and uncomfortable with children. I have r~c~sexual atlxacti~.to them but
I’m vePj uncomfortable with them. I have no opportunity to socialize. I want to go on
and live my life with certain restrictions and they are too overwhelming..;:! have no.
; ¯ h, &p~.’ for happiness in this life, I reserve that forthe after life.

~.

D~ Thinking errors, When this topic wasintroduced, Fr. Cimmarusti threw back his
¯ head and la.ughed..
So ! have to go back 35 y?.ars. Them was a thinking error to tliink thatJ had the
.power~o~.a doctor that l was taking Care of them, actually I was,.asthe Infomadon.
BUt ! still satisfied, my curiosity. ! took upon myself that functions that were
inappropriate for persons that are. not a doctor;..and.that was certainly a thinking
.err,o.r.; b_..,ut thlat has nothing to do with my life today.
’ ,..~ .Description of offenses in detail. When this topic was introduced, Fr.
cimmamsti.laughed once again and declared
’
That’s impossible. (Why?.) Well, I don’t know hOw many times I acted
inappropriately. I suppose every time. I examined someone for~ a hernia, and those
people who ! inspected for poison oak, .maybe I should l~ave taken their word and
just given themmedicine. I never masturbated anyone or had oral sex with anyone.
! doubt in my heart that I did. (And picking up men?) This has to do with minors,
and this is the main criticism, it .has everything that has to do with .sex.
" F~ Situations to avoid at.all costs. In this instance, Fr. cimmarusti simply said
"Avoid adolescents." He went on to explain that ....
i have no relationships with. adolescents. i rarely talk to them~ i’m in no. position to
do. thaL...(And your fantasies...?) Have nothing to do with adolescents; ! ;don’t
.remem~..r ever havihg a fantasy aboqt, an adolescent, all my. fantas .k~s are about
~idults."
H; Eml~athylapolo~v letters. Ft. Cimmarusti shook his said and said
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That’s not possible.to do thaL,..But the id.ea of empathy is a very important thing.1.
neve~ real~..~e~_, that the young men had ariy problems. It should have dawned on
rr~, but it didn.t: The idea of empathy is a ,;’~ important fftlng in myca~e. You can
. hurlpeople.by acting ihappropdately towa~-them.
I_. Statementas to whysex~!!~ inappropriate acts arewro~l, Fr. Ci~rusti
tersely offered.’Because they ha[m people: such a~ts.can catJse p~. suffer.
pie to "

¯ J. Statements.
1: Deviant arousal patti~ms.

~ ....

who are hairy, men who am effeminafe,tum me Off. tdon t;~ver remel~l~l~~ng
any type of ~ntasy of a pre~ul~nt male.That’s about it.
2. Deviani sexual fantasies.
I’m turned on by seeir~g oral sex~ just like any otl~er-ho~ualw0uld be~.i .a man
,~ . . .rn~. n am normal and to do all the things that men shi:p3kJ.have been able to
ao Jn nigh school and I w~sn’t able to do. That’s Wh~t lhav~,r stt0ng feer~_’ ~o~. (So
you wouldn;t say that you have any i:leViant’farttasie~?)|-dot~’t think so. WI~ do
homosexuals do? If psychology says that homosexuality is abnormal,¯ what do you
do? J~al sex turns me off, sl0bbedng .turnS-meoff (Whatdoyou rnean~ slobbering?)
Kissing and that turns me off. Kinky sex doesn’t appeal to me. All kinds 6~: ri~gs and
God knows what, shaving turns me off.
~K. Pm.flclenml and t~aining.
1. Anger management. AJthough this clearly.has been a focus of ouP work, Fr.
Cimmamsti flatly offered

I express very strong anger when I’m alone~ I do not express it When I.am with
others
2. Stress reduction:Again, while this has-been an explicit focus of our .work, Fr.
Cimmarusti used this to complain that
¯,
The stress.iscaused by my environment.,, by takii~g ~waysofile. ba~.ic human rights.
For example, lack of freedom;
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3. Assertion training and social skills.:.,F, r,,~- "mmatu~ti has been an active and valued
member in group therapy for several years prior. One of the manyissues encountered on a
regular basis within this setting has been therepeated c~mplaint that nothing he says will
make any d’.ffference: This ,1~ been.challenged, and in the:deVeloping relat~ships within.
the group, he has. been providL~l.With.support and practice in giving appropriate ~/oice tb
his views. There are indica~ons,.ti)rough I~is reports from several retreats that he has
become a much more active and productive pa~cipant in such activities.
4. Human sexuality. ~r. Oimmarusti.indicatedthat ¯
I taught it for six,ears. I was v~ry pleased with the results, I wasve~pleased that.
students wore open.with-theirqu .estions.

¯ 5.Awareness of and abgit~ to cope with depression. ~That," he.dedamd,"that is the ¯
One." This has, without question, been a concerted and continuing focus of our work.
Although repeated efforts have been made to provide a number of cognitiveLbehavioral
tools for addressing this chronically entrenched problem, Fr. Cimmarusti repeatedly sees
such attempts as being futile since he feels he is simply waiting to die. As such, a, good
deal of our work~has necessarily enc0mpassed.a more existential oriental~on. At thi~. point
in time, hecontinues to r.eceive Effexor, which he.also feels is quite useful in helping him
to deal with his chronic pain issues. Although he often denies any explicit.suicidal intent,
there have been .several instances in which he has admitted to entertaining fleeting thoughts of suicide.
The effort to address each of the aforementioned dimensions has, as .can be clearly
seen, proven to be a very difficultand contentious undertaking. There wore repeated
instances in wh’.mh ! worried out loud as to whether this would effectively kill our
therapeutic relationship. Fr. Cimmarusti assured me that he was more angn] with =That
anonymous committee who doesn’t even know me" (i.e.;the IRT), and that he could seel.
was trying- futilely, inmany ways- to deal with corr, peting agendas. At one point, ! asked
him by what criteria he would prefer to bring to bear in gauging his progress, as well as
areas that remain to be considered. He explained
I havehad no sexual contact With anyone, not even close...and that’s the feather in
my cap, I hbven’t even been terr~pted, rye never been in a situation where I asked
shall I or shall I not? (And.the last time you wore tempted?) That was before
themp, y,that was right before I entered therapy." I knew he would be the last one
and that was it.- It was in a .bath, some nine years ago. That’s why I thihk they
should be trying to normalize my life, riot having to go back and review these things
four limes a year, this could backfire, this couldbe as much a red-flag as my
depression is. (I-I~. go?) Because it’s so discouraging, it’s humiliating; it lessens
my self-image and that makes me feels; like shiL That’s spelt s-h-kL
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,~sked if there might be. any approa~ ~/~’~r~,~gh~.~ be more suitable in gauging his
! think ; has the Hght approach, he called "ahd said ’I’m trying to affitn~
.That’s what ! ne~- this ~ster~ou~. ~mm~.~r~ds mnnin~ n~lif~-and studying
documents and what pebple
say,
they "
" "¯
have
no ~dea
, While Fr. Cimrnamstt has made progress in a number of cdtical areas, this
document attests to th~ great work that remains: He was promised acopy of this, and in
keep.ing with the existential approach mentioned above - parl~larty, given a-mere
hermeneutic approach to theml~>y - it will prove to be Wo~ile to see his respohse.
Respectfully,

Ph.D.

cc:~Dr. Rosales
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LARRY J. WORNIAN, Ph.D.. CROSSROADS PSYCHOTHERAPY INSTrrtrrE
3496 BUSK]RK AVENUE
PLEASAHT. HILL, ~. 94~23

Director of ~e After Care Program
P.O. Bo:~ 249 "
Three Rivers, CA 93271
June 12,2.000

E~clo~d is an accoun{-of the overview ~f. ~e discussions that Were had with MaYo
Cimmarusti indiscussing his progress in obtaining those treab~nt goals that were li~:~l in
the document "Therapeutic G." Byway of backgr,ound, Fr. CimmanJsti ciaimed to bequite
aware of this document, yet when invited towriteout his own responses to each of the
profoundly
misconstrued
andquite
totally
miscast undertaking.
In particular,
he objected
t~ thea
points listed,
he objected
strenuously,
lay.trig claim
to the bel!ef
thatthis
.. was
suggest~0n ~at he place thoughts to paper, emphasizing that he wa~0nce advised i~ga.inst
doing Such actions. He felt this to be a particularly piece of sage advice and thought it in
his best interests to cent~nue to adhere toot~at recommendation~ As such, we found
ou .rselv,es in .a quandary: I made it clear to himthat I simply did not want to proceed in a
way that .would simp/y present him with a respot~se to the critical dimensi0r~s listed in
Therapeutic G without his input. After further discussion - and protest- he agreed that we
Would simply discuss each of the points listed within that document, and that i would
record his replies. While he also objected to this- feeling thatthiswould profoundly violate
the client-therapist bond - he agreed but rep~.atedly emphasized that this would be
nothing more than a waste of our collective time. At the close of our discussions, I
stipulated that I would provide him with a hard copy of this document, and that he could do
with it whatever he felt appropriate.
This said, the following reflects a true and accurate re.c0rd of our discussions of
each of the points contained within Therapeutic G.
A. Authorized release of confldentdal information. Fr. Cimmarusti ha~ done this but
bitterly cortiplains that it continues to bother him given ~t he views.this to be a viola~n of
Canon Law.
B~ Red flans/waminq Siflns~ Indiscussing this dimension, Fr. Cimmarustistated
that
The thing...that seems to make it dh=ficult for me is the fad that in considering these
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things is making a distin~on between minors and non-min0rs. I assume I’m in this
situal~on because my misconduct concerning minors. As far as extemal things~,
there’s no problem because I have no contact With anyone else, or contact~..thatare not conducive to sexual con~lucL As far as my sexual life is .conce .reed, that I~as
never involved minor. As far as my fantasies, or sexual urges, at least in re(~nt:
.history, they’ve never involved minors. (And your distant history?) Not~that I can
remember. (So as far as your concerned, there am no Warning signs.;.?) From a
mental point of view, as far as minorsare concerned. (And no high risk situations?)
I have no contact with minors. (And if you were to have contact?)l wouldn’t know, I
can’t tell you. I know I need to avoid relationships with minors. That’s one ofthings
that I need to do. Anything to do with minors !ike teaching orcoaching is outof the
question, (And in terms of contact with minors at the seminary?.) Yes, but that’s one
of the pos~ons tha.t I could neve[ t~ke care of again, as far as their physical well
being.is ~:bncemed-is completely ..o.ut ..of the question. (.Are there any red flags, for
inappropriate sexua! beh:avior ~" a~dy.one?) I supp0.~se ~e baths...tlie word rm
looking for:..!ike wheh you go around the park, what’s the Wo. rd...?(Cruis~ng?.)
Cruising;"ye.s: (You’ve done this befbr~’~) Before the.mpy, y.es. (And these were for
anonymous h.omosexuai encounters?) Yes, . that’s dgi-it. (i3an
¯ oug .h.tsl sensations; and. so on, that wouldiead you to. .nJ. ise?) Iiha~’t had any
since" I begai~ th~py, my lifetook a .differertt direction, not by .my..own .wi.’ll but by
the cimums.,tan~ involved, i haven’t had a~y near-misses where. I w~s on the
ven3.e of. dc~mng. ~is’type of th~ng: (What al:~,’t fantasies tha..t might lead y~u tp
cruise?) They would be mostly curiosity? (What do you mean?) CU .riosity ~ .being
able to come into contact with.a ma,!..eand see his genitaJs and things of that nature.
The thrill of it.-(What makes the thrill of it?.) Doing sOmething dangemus.
(Dang~mu~ in what way?) Well, .its against the law, cruising in public parks. (So
there’s no thrill in going into a gay bar?) I went,into one once, a gentlemaninvited
the to the symphony once, and afterwards we went into a gay bar and I was. vffry.
uncomfortable wi~ that .... Itwas a f0"reign experience to me. (why?) Tt~ey handed
out condoms. My .friend accepted them but i didn’t. I.wasn’t.planning on becoming
involved in any relationships,
..Offense cycle. Fr. Ci .mma’msti initially d .e~lined to discuss this, saying-once again
- "Canon Law ~ays they shouldn’t do it, this is not something formy. SUl~edor." This
said, however, he offered that

N thb~Seminary, it wasn’~ a cons~iods groomi~, I really was concemed ab0ut, tl~eir
health, I was a good Infomarion, ! took good care of their healS, ! wonder if I wasn’t
like a doctor, like a gynecologist, he must be affected by examining women, but he
doesn’t have sexual contact with them, and I didn’t have any sexual, contact with.
them... :Yet ienjoyed seeing their penises and I had no idea that the seminarians
would have corresponding sexual reactions .... Now going to the baths is completely
different, going to a public restroom is a completely’different sort of thing.
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A~ this point, Fr. Cimmarusti became somewhat agitated and declared
This is for my ~erapist, the syst"em is .that I shouldbe given a good the.raPist to.
Work through, this and my. superiors should not be provided with this kind Of ,
!nforma. fion .... This is a bunch of shit and bombarding you with a bunch of shit and . "
making your J’de. hell..Why don’t the~);.do what you do with other people, it’s not
forever for (~;s sa. k~s,.~l~~ main ~d. ~fthis thing happened 35 years ago, What
the hell. I’m imprisoned. They say they want me to be happy for some reason. Give
me a break. This is .my 9~ year. I suppose i’m as safe as any other friar who’s been
in therapy, but I don’t even have a chance to put it into practice .... I’m u~comfortable
with minors and.uncomfortable with children. I have no sexual attraction to them but
I’m very uncomfortable, with ~em. I have no opportuni.ty to socialize. I Want to go on.
and live my. !ife.with,certai.n.restdctions and they.are too overwhelming,.; .I have no
hopes for.happiness in this life, I reserve that for the after life..
.
D. Thinkinq errors. When this topic was introduced, Fr, cimmarusti threw ba~::k his
head and laughed.
So I have to go. back 35 years. There was a thinking error to think that i had the
.. powers ofa doc~or, tha.t I was taking cam.of them, actually I was, as thelnfomadon.
But I still satisfied my-curiosity~;. I took upon myseff that functions that were
inappropriate for persons: that are not a doctor..,and that was certainly a thinking
¯ . e .rror, but that has nothing.to do with. my life today..
E." Description of offenses, in .detail. When this .topic was introduced, Fr.
Cimmarusti laughed-once again and declared.

That’s impossible. (Why?) Well, I don’t know how many times ! acted
inappropriately. ! suppose every time I examined someone for a hemia~ and those
people who I inspected for poison oak,. maybe I should have taken.their word and
just given them medicine. ! never masturbated anyone or had oral sex with anyone.
I doubt ih my heart that I did. ,(And picking up men?) This has to.do with minors,
and this is the main Criticism, it has everything that has to.do with sex.
F. Situations to avoid at all costs. In this instance, Fr. Cimmamsti ~implysaid
"Avoid adolescents." He wenton to explain ~at

i have no re~t~onships .With. adolescents, I rarely talk to them. i’m in no posi~on to
do that .... (And you[ fantasies...?) Have nothing to do ~th adolescents. I don’t
remembe, r ever having a:fantasy about an adole.scent, all my fantasies are about
adults.
H- Empath¥1aPoloflv lettprs. Fr. Cimmarusti shook his said and said ¯
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That’s not possible to do that .... But the idea of empathy is a very important thing. ! .
never realized that the young men had any problems. It should have dawned on
me, but it didn’t. The idea of empathy is a very important thingi~ my~cas..e. You can.
hurt people by a~ng-inappropriately toward them.
l:Sta’t~mentas towhy sexuall¥.inappmpdate’=ictS are~Wr0~.=. Ft. Gii~nmarusti°
tersely offere~ "Because they harm pL:~plb, such acts c~n’ cause..pebpleto suffer.’.

J. Statemehts.
i. D~vi~nt arousalpatterns.

." ’

:-

:

-

I haVo, my sexb. al .fantasieS ha~’e|b ~!~ With manliness, with men Who Ioo1< like men,"
who are hairy, men who are effeminate turn me off. I don’t eve~. remembe~having
any type of fantasy of a pre-pubescent male. That’s about.it.
2. Deviant sexual.fantasies.
" I’m turned on by seeing oral sex, just likeany other homosexubi-Would be .... a-~na~
¯ in his natu:mlstate is more pleasing me..~. J~s if there justan drge.to be comfortable
: where men are normal and to do all the things that men Should have been aBie to
doin high s,,chool.and I wasn’t able to ~do. That’s What I.have stt0ng.feelings for. (So
you wouldn t say that you have anydeviant fantasies?) I dot~’t’th|nk so. Whbt do
homosexuals do? If psychologysays that homosexuality is abnormal, what dO you
do? Anal sex tuns me off, slobbering tumsme off (What do you mean, slobbering?)
Kissing and that turns me off. Kinky sex doesn’t appeal to me. All kinds ofrings arid
God knows what, shaving tums me off.
K, Proficiency and trainin,q.

.

--

¯ 1; Anger management. Although this clearly has been a focus of our work, Fr.
Cimmarusti flatly offered

¯ I express very strong anger when I’m alone. I do not express it when I am with
-others2. S.b’ess. reduction. Again, while this has been an explicit focus of our work, Fr.
Cimmamsti. used this to complain that
The stress is caused by my envimnment...by taking away some basic human rights.
¯ For example, lack of freedom.
-.
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3. Assertion training-and social skills. Fr. Cimmarusti has been an active and valued
member in group therapy for several years prior. One of the many issues encountered on a
regblar basis within .this setting has been the repeate~! complaint that nothing he says will.
make any difference. This has been ch .a]lenged, and in the developing relationships withihthegroup, he has been provided With sup .p~rt and practice in giving appropriate voice tohis views. There are indications, through his.. reports from several retreats that he has
become a much more. active and productive pa~cipant in such actMties.
..
4. Human sexuality, Fr. cimmarusti indicated that.
I taught it for .six yearn, t was v.e.ry pleased with. the results. I was very pleased that
students were open with thei~ questions.
5. ,~wareness of and ability to cope with depression. "That," he declared, =that is the
one." This has, without questidn,, been a concerted and continuing focus of our Work:
Although repeated .efforts have been made to provide a numberbf cognitive-behavioral
tools for addressing this.chronically entrenched problem, Fr. Cimmarusti repeatedly sees
such attempts as being futile since he feels he is simply waiting, to die. As such, a good
deal of our work has necessari!yencompassed a more existential orientation. At. this point
in time, he continues to recei,~e.Effexor, which he also feels is quite useful in helping him
to deal with his chronic pain issues. Although he often denies any explicit suicidal intent~
there have been several instances in which he has .admitted to entertaining fleeting
thoughts of su!cide.
The effort to address each of the aforementioned dimensions has, as can be dearly
seen, proven to be a very difficult.and contentious undertaking. There were repeated
instances in which I worried, out loud as to whether this would effetely kill our
therapeutic relationship. Fr. Cimmarusti assured me that he was more angry with "That
anonymous committee who doesn’t even know me" (i.e., the IRT), and that he could see i
was trying - futilely, in many ways- to.deal with competing agendas. At one point, I asked
him by what criteda he would prefer to bring to bear in gauging his progress, as well as
areas that remain to be considered. He explained
I have had no sexual cohtact with anyone, not even dose.., and that’s the feather in
my cap, ! haven’t even been tempted, I’ve never, been in a situation where Iasked~
shall I or shall I. not? (And the last time you were tempted?) That was before
therapy, that Was right before I entered therapy. ! knew he would be the last one
and that was ~ it was. in a bath, some nine.years ago. That’s why I think they
should be t~. ing to normalize my life, not having to go back and review these things
four times a year, this could backfire,, this could be as much a red-flag as my
depressibn is. (How. so?) Because it’s so. ~liscouraging, it’s humiliating, it lessens
my self-image and.that makes me-feels like shiL That’s spelt s-h-it.
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Asked if there might beany approach that might pi’ove to be more suitable in gauging his
needs, Fr. Gimmarusti replied
.
! think " is the right approach, he cairned and said ’I’m trying to affirm you~’
Th~s whet I need - thiS-mystedousc~imittee that’s running my life and studying
documents~and what people say, ttiey have~o ideawho I. am. ¯ "
While Fr. Cimmarusti has made. progress in a number of criti~ai areas, this
document attests to the great work that remains. He was promised a copy of th.isl and in
keeping .with. the existential approach mentioned above -parlJcularly given a morehermeneutic approa~ to therapy- it.w~li pm~k~ to be wOrthwhile.tO see his response.
Respectfully,

REDACTEL:

Jan, Ph.D.

cc: Dr. Rosales

,
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LARRY J. WORNIAN, Ph.D.
OFFICE .LOCATED AT CROSSROADS PSYCHOTHERAPY ~iSTiTUTE

3496 BUSKIRK AVENUE

.PLEASANT H~J., CA ~,s~
(~.s)

’

Dire~ctor-of the After Care Program
P.O. BOX 249.
Three" Rivers, CA 93271
¯ September 13, 2000

REDACTED

Enclosed is an account of the overview of’the o.ngoing therapeutic work with Fr.
Cimmamsti. The dimensions that are considered are taken from those l~eatment goals that
were li~ted in the d.ocument "Therapeutic G." "
.. ,4 A. Auth~ ~riz.~l release Of’confldentlalinformation. Fr. Cimmarusti has complied with
, this t-equirernenL B. Re.dflags/wamin~ signs, Our work in this area continues. Fr. Cimmarusti lays
claim to having developed an astute awareness Of such signs, and .there is at least some
good evidence to thi~ effect. He does point out that he has not had enough of an
opportunity to fully test such awareness given the character of restrictions placed upon his
activities..There is good reason to believe, however, that he has made significant prog .rp.ss
in this area.
C. Offense cycle. Ft. Cimmarusti declares that after roughly nine years of theraw, he
feels he has a fulland complete understanding of his actions: However, given his repeated
claim thiat many of his inappropriate actions occurre~l so long ago, there are details as to a
number of such contacts that necessarily remain opaque. Under the circumstances,
however, I believe that reasonably good (albeit occasionally uneven) progress has been
made in coming to detaitthis facet of his .relapse preveht~oh program. - "

D. Thinking errors. While Fi’..Cimmamsti. claims to have..a full and detailed
understtanding of his thinking errorS, this has proven to be a difficult area to address and
remediate. In part, such difficulties stem from straightforward characterological issues,
while other tril~utary source~ are found in his fai .dy weilentrenched depression.
E. Description.of Offenses in detail To the best of his ability, Fr. Cimmbrusti has
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offered explicit and elaborate details of his contacts with adult males. The i.~sue of sexual
contacts with others remains vague and uncertain given his repeated decla~ of having ¯
no.significant recall of such encounters.
F= Situations to avoid at all" costs. Fr. Cimmarusti has conveyed an adequate
understanding, of those situations of which he is to steerweli clear.
"
: ,.
H,, Eml~th¥1al~olo~y le,tt~rs~ While Fr. Cimmarusti has not prepared any letters, of
apology. Additional work remains to be done on those issues pertaining to the
consequences Of his illicit sexual activities.on those with whom he became involved,
L Statement as to why Sexually inappropriate acts are. wron_q. Although, Fn.
CiinmarustHays claim to now. fully fully appreciating.the gravity of this specific dimer~ion-.
along with great regret- there is reasoh to believe that some addiUo~l work remains to be
done in considering the consequences of his.behavior,

¯J. Stiateme, nte.

.

Deviant arousal pa .t~ems. At this time, there has been liffie en .countered which
speaks to well enkenched.amusai patterns directed to Under age males.
2. Deviant sexual fantasies. At this time, there has been precious little ~ncountered
which speaks to ongoing deviant sexual fantasies.
..K. Proficiency and train!ng~

1. Anger management Our work continues to progress satisfactorily in this area;
2. Stress reduction. Again, this is an area in which our work continues apace.
3;. Assertion.training and social skills. While we continue to f0cuson this area,
- there have.been some signs that Fr. Cimmarusti has made significant shades in
¯ this area;

Human Se .xuality..This0has been addressed and Fr. CimmamstJ conveys a
reasonably detailed u .nderstanding and appreciation of~he specifics of human
sexual response.
Awareness of and ability to cope with depression..This dimension continues to
be a significant fdcus of our work together. There have been periods in which
signs of seemingly marked improvement have been punctuated by episodes of
deep despair and hopelessness.
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I trust that this ovewiew of Fr. Cimmarusti’s work since the last report will be
adequate. If any additional information is needed, plea.se let me know.
Sincer_ely, .

L~ny-,V~/omian, PhlD.

c,c: Dr. Resales
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September 13,-2000

Enclosed is~an account of the .oven~iew of the.ongoing therapeutic work with
.Fr. Cimmarusti. The dimensions ~at are considered are.taken from those
treatment goals that were listed, ih the docun~., nt .’TheraPeutic G." "

_A. Authorized release of confidential information Fr.Cimmarusti has
complied with this requirement: " -B; Red flags/warning signs. Our work in,this area continues.. Fr.
Cimmarusti lays claim to having developed an astute awareness Of such signs,
and there is at least some good evidence to this effect. He does point out that he
has not had enough of.an opportunity to fully test such awareness given the
character, of restrictions placed upon his activities. There is good reason to
believe, however; that he ,has made significant progress in this area.
_C~ .Offense cycle. F~: Cimmarusti declares.that alter roughly nine years of
therapy, he feels h~ ~S a full and complete understanding, of his actions.
However, given his repeated claim that many of his inappropriate acti0~s
occurred so long ago, there are details as to a number of such contactSthat
necessarily remain opaque. Under the circumstances, however, ! believe that
ng zo aetail mis Pacer of his relapse prevention program.
.D_. Thin,In..e~ .W.h!le Fr, Cimmarusti Claims to have a full and detailed
aU~r~=e~rst~, r~l|.ng ot n!.s .thln.ki.ng errors; th!s has proven to be a d’drlcult area to
uoress an~ .remeo. la~e. In part, such difficulties stem from straightforward
chamcterological issues,, while other tributanj sources are found in his fairly well
entrenched depression. ; "
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IF_ Descd=~on of offenses in detai~, To the best of his ability, Fr.
Ci~rusti has offered expti~it and:etabomtedetaiis of-his contacts with adult
males, The issue of sexual contacts with others remains vague and uncertain
given his repeated declaration of h .aving no significant recall of such

.F..,~tUat~o!~.. to avoid at all eost~. Fr, Cirnmarusti has conveyed an
adequate understanding of those situations of which he is to steer well clear.
H, .Empathvlaf~ol0gY lettem. While Fr, cimmarusti has not prepared any
lett~m ~of apology. Additi .onal,Wo~ remains ~o be done on thoseisSues pertaining:
to the consequences of his illicit sexual activities on those with whom he became
involved.

..L St=tamant as to wh~.~xua!lv Inaeeroedate a,~s-ara~wrong,/Uthough
Fr. Clmmarusti lays claim to h~w fully fully appreciating the gravity of this
specific dimension - along with great regret - there ismas0n to believe that
Some additional work remains to be done in considering the consequences of his.
behavior.

1, Deviant arousal patterns. At this time~.thete has been little ..
encountered Which speaks to well entrenched arousal patterns
directed to under ag~ males,

2, Deviant sexual fantasies. At this time, .them has .been precious, little
encountered which speaks to ongoing deviant sexual fantasies.
and baining.
1. Anger management. Our work continues to progress satisfactbrilyin
this area.
°
2. Stress. reducti ,on. Again, this is an area in WhJ~ our work ,c!~ntinues apace.

3..A~sertJon training and social skills. Whilewec0nt~nue.to focus on this
area, .them have been some signs that Fr, Cimmarusti has made.
significant strides in this area.
4. Human Sdxua~..This has been addressed and Fr; Cimmarusti
.c0~weys a reasonably detailed .understanding and appreciation of the
specifics of human sexual-response.
5. Awareness of and ability to cope with depression. This dimension
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continues to be a significant focus of our work together. There have
l~een periods in which signs of seemingly marked improvement have
been punctuated by episodes of deep despair and hopelessness.
! trust that this overview of Ft. Cirm’~rusti’s work since.. the last report will
be adequate, if any additional information is needed, please let me know..
Sincerely,

Larry Wornian, Ph.D.

Dr. Rosales
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Enclosed is an account of the overview of the ongoing therapeutic work with Fr.
Cimmarusti. The dimensions that are considered are taken from those treatment goals that
were listed in the document.’Thempeutic
A. Authorized release of confidential information. Ft. Cirnmarusti has. corqplied with
this. requirement.
B. Red fla.qs/wamin_q si_qns. Ft. Cimman_~ti reports that he is aware of th~ waming
signs whicli speak to his being overly curious about another person’s sexuality, and he
believes that he has in place a way of coping with such impulses. Aspreviously, there is
reason to believe that he has made good progress in this area.
¯ C. Offense cvcJe~ As in the last report, Fr. Cimmarusti states that after roughly nine
years of therapy,, h~ feels he hasa full and .complete understanding of his actions. He has,
however, been pu .zzled about the information that he has lately received-through other
channels that he is indenia!. As-before, there isevidence which .~eaks-to his having made
some progress in ~ming to adequately detail this facet of his relapse preve~tio~ program.
D. Thinkip.q errors. Previously, ! wrote
While Fr. Cimmarusti claims to have a full and detaged understanding of his thinking
errors, this has proven to be a difficult area. to address and remediate. In p~zrt, such
difficulties stem from Straightforward characterologicai issues, while other tributary.
soUrces are found in his fairly well entrenched depression..
This assessment remains unchanged.
E. Description of offenses in detail. As before, Fr. Cimmarusti has offered explicit
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and elaborate details of his cOntacts with adult males. Although he chaff~ at the claim of
being in denial, the issue of sexual contacts with others remains uncedain given repea.tedstatements to the effect Of having no significant recall of suchencounters.
,.
F. Situations to avoid at all costs. Fr. Cimmarusti continues to convey an adequate
understanding of those situations of which he is to avoid,
H. Empathv/.a.pol.o~v letters. Fr. Cimmarusti has not prepared an~ letters Of apology.
!, Statement as to why sexually inal~ropriate acts are wrong- Wl~ile Fr. Cinlm~rusti
speaks of understanding the adverse consequences of this specif’m dimension, we
continue-to address Such matters. J. Statements.
1. Deviant arousal patt .eros. There has been little encountered which speaks to well
entrenched arbusal patterns directed to under age males.
2. Deviant sexual fantasies. There is nothing which has been revealed.at ~is’ po{nt
which speaks to ongoing deviant sexual fantasies.
K. Proficiency and b’ainin.q,
1. Anger management. Our work continues to progress satisfactorily in this area.
Stress reduction. This is an area in which our work continues:
!

Assertion training and social skills. Given the reports of his comportment outside
of therapy, there are indications that Ft. (~immarusti continues to consolidate
the, significant strides he has made in this realm.
4. Human SeXuality. This has been addressed and Fr. Cimmarustl conveys a
reasonably detailed understandi~ig and appreciation of me specifics of human
sexual response.
5. Awareness of a’nd ability to c0pewith depression. This dimension continues to
be a signit’mant foc~. s of our work together. As in the past, ~efi~ have bee. n.
peiiods in which signs of seemingly ma~ked impro.vemet=t have been
punctuated by episodes Of deep despair and hopelessness. Fr. Cimmatusti has
recently undertaken more sy~-’t, ematic work in an effort to address thiS si~. ificant
component of his difficulties.
,,

If any additional information is needed; please let me know.
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Sincerely,

cc: Dr. Rosales
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